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Arietta as a "Judge. "
BY AN OLD SCOUrl,.
CHAPTER I.
YOUNG WILD WEST MEETS THE OREGON OUTLAWS.

•

Ci:-ackl crack!
"Hip bi! Lookee out! Me no likee; hi-hi!"
'l'wo sharp reports rang out, followed instantly by the
cries of a frightened Chinaman, and then came a crashing
through the bushes that plainly told that someone was trying hard to get away from an impending danger.
'The next moment the person who had uttered the cries
got clear of the bushes and emerged into a little clearing
on the mountain side, running with the speed of the wind.
It was a typical Chinaman, as the words uttered by him
would imply. And no wonder he was frightened, for behind him was a big black bear in hot pursuit.
The blood was streaming from a wound in the beast's
neck, showing that at least one of the shots had taken
eff~t, but had simply angered the bear.
The Chinaman held a big revolver in his hand, and it
Was from this the shots had been fired.
Once clear of the bushes the bear began to gain rapidly
on the Celestial, and when he looked over his shoulder and
saw that the ferocious animal was less than a dozen feet
behind him the Chinaman let out another yell.
"Help! Help!" he shouted. "Misler Wild! Come
shootee um bear velly quickee, or Hop Wah be killee !"
'l'hen he fired again.
But bullets from a revolver would not stop the rush of
a bear of that kind.
A rifle might if the bullet landed behind the left foreshoulder or into one of the eyes.
The Chinaman had just got across the clearing and was
making for a tree when the bear caught up with him and
made a strike with its paw.

The blow missed by about an inch, and then-Cran-ang !
The report of a rifle sounded and the bear pitched forward, fell to the ground and rolled over and lay quivering in the throes of death.
"What's the matter, Hop?" said a voice a few yards
away and then a dashing looking young fellow attired in
a fancy hunting suit of buckskin, with a mass of long chesnut hair hanging over his shoulders, appeared on the scene.
He held a Winchester rifle in his hand, from the muzzle
of which the smoke was curling, and a smile was upon his
handsome, boyish face.
"Oh, Misler Wild!" cried the Celestial, joyfully; "me
t'inkee me gone dead velly muchee. You comee 'long allee
samee in light timee."
"Well, I guess I did. What were you doing so far away
from the camp, anyhow?"
"Me jest takee lillee walkee."
The boy looked at him suspiciously and then started for
the-bushes he had burst from, followed by the bear.
In less than a minute he picked up an empty whiskey
flask.
"Hop," said he, "you certainly came far enough away
from the camp to drink the whiskey you had. I almost
wish I had let the bear get you now."
The Chinaman grinned in a childish way.
"Me no dlink tanglefoot," he answered, shaking his
head; "me bling um bottle here tc, thlow 'way, so my
..
blather no gi:tee." .
"I wouldn t believe you under any condition, Hop.
Now, you just get at that bear and cut the haunclrns from
it. I'll send Charlie her~ to help you."
With that the handsome, dashing young fellow turned
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anu iralked through the bushes until he came to a trail a all," was the reply. "You may as well go back there and
few yards away.
get the haunches off and bring them in. You like bear
Hight here we will say that the boy was Young Wild meat."
We;:t, the Champion Deadshot of the West, mine owner,
"I reckon I do."
The scout promptly started off, and then our hero rerancher and all around Westerner.
. He was called by many of thooe who knew him the lated in a few words how he had come upon the Chinaman
Prince of the Saddle because he had never met his match and bear just in time to save the life of the former by
in daring and graceful feats of horsemanship.
shooting the latter.
Of all the heroes of the Wild West, Young Wild West
"That ought to learn the yellow fool a lesson," observed
Jim Dart, who was a boy of twenty, which was the same
surely ,ms the one most admired.
He was always in search of adventure and courting clan- age as Wild. "Perhaps he will give up drinking whisky
ger, but it was for the purpose of doing goou and helping for a while now."
"He will give up drinking whisky when he is no longalong his fellow beings who had not the skill, tact and
er able to get it, Jim," was the reply. "He is like a redcourage to help themselves.
At the time of which we are writing the northern part ~kin; the more he gets of it, the better he likes it."
~ ~
.
of Nevada, near the b.oundary line of Oregon, was a vast
"My blather velly muchec baddce Chmee," v~,i.:r6,- 1y
wildern'ess filled with all sorts of wild beasts and haunted meek_looking celestial, who was busy arranging to get some
with lawless banr1s of white men and Indians.
supper ready, for it was gett-i.ng toward sunset.
This was Wing ·w ah, who was head cook for the party.
There were trails running through the wild country,
"Yes, that is right," Jim Dart retorted; "there is no
over which those on their way to the gold and silver mines
traveled from the cities and towns near the Pacific Coast, doubt about it. But I take notice that you like the stuff
and it was upon these trails that the outlaw bands got in once in a while, too."
their work.
Wing had no more to say then.
Young Wild West, with his two faithful partners, Jim
"Well, Wild, I am glad that you got there in time tc.
i
Dart and Cheyenne Charlie, Cheyenne Charlie's wife, save Hop from being killed by the bear," spoke up Arietta
h,,.---....Anna, the Misses Arietta Murdock and Eloise Garoner, 1'.furdock, i.hc charming golden-haired sweetheart of the
I
who were the sweethears of the dashing young hero and dashing young deadshot. "Though he has several ba•i
Jim Dart, were on their way to Disaster Peak.
faults, he is a pretty faithful fellow, and he savecl_~ . . _
They brought with them two Chinamen, who were bro- life once, you know."
"Yes, Et, and that is why I tolerate his nonsense. Hop
Hiers bearing the names of Hop Wah and Wing Wah, as
their servants.
can always stay with us, if he wants to. He is amming
The girls, as Cheyenne Charlie's wife and Arietta and with his sleight-of-hand tricks, and he does his work well.
Eloise were always call ed by Young Wild West and his There are worse Chinamen than he is."
Wing Wah looked up just then, so our hero continued:
partners, were well used to traveling horseback and camp"His brother is a pretty good sort of a fellow, too, I
ing out in the wilds of the mountains and plains of the
'iV est
suppose. He is a :first class cook and generally does as he is
They all knew how to handle fh-earms, especially Ari- told."
E:tta, who was an apt pupil of her dashing young lover,
That was all the Chinaman wanted.
Young Wild West.
He began humming a little song in his own language
She could hold her own at ,any time, and in any kind of , and worked away zealously.
a scrimmage where coolness and straight shooting was II As we have just said, Arietta was a blonde, and a very ~
necessary.
.
pretty one, at that.
---r--<'[ · ·
The camp w-here the friends of our hero were was only
Eloise was just the opposite, she being a brunette, whil~
abont two hundred yards· from the spot where Hop Wah Anna was of a type that might be called half way between
bad come upon the bear, while engaged in emptying the the two extremes.
contents of the flask he had taken there in order to get
They were three very pretty girls, though, and :fitting
nut. of sight of the rest.
companions for the dashing young deadshot and his partA~ Young Wild West turned from the trail and walked ners.
The camping outfit they had with them was an admirinto the camp his friends looked at. him expectantly.
'"What was ther trouble, Wild?" .asked a tall man of able one, since it required two pack-horses to carry it.
The party had journeyed by rail to a town called Winnethirty, with long black hair and fl.owing mustache.
. This was C4eyenne Charlie, the famous scout and In- mucca, and from there they had proceeded on horseback
dian fighter, who had served several years in the employ until we :find them within but one clay's journey of Disasof the government before becoming a partner of Young ter Peak.
Wild West.
It was a rather peculiar errand that they were on.
"Oh, Hop sneaked off with a flask of whisky to have
In Denver Young Wild West had come in contact with a
a quiet spree, and a big black bear ran across him, that's , man, who claimed that he was from Disaster Peak and
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=============:, =============!" he- called out, politely, tak-

declared that were it not for the villainous outlaws that
manifested that region the little town of Seven Spot,
whi;re he made his headquarters, would be an ideal spot
for the development of silver and lead mining. .
Wild had listened to the story the man told about it
and he was satisfied that he was speaking t)ie truth.
"I'll take a trip out that way some day and see what
kind of a place you've got there," he said.
Not having any other place in view just then, and desiring to travel around in search of adventure-and fortune, too, he decided to pay a visit to Disaster Peak and see
what it looked like.
The girls wanted to go, so they were allowed to have
their -own way.
So far our friends had met with very few adventures,
these of a minor sort.
H~g was good, and since they had left the railroad
they bad shot an abundance of game.
But there was too much sameness about this to suit
dashing Young Wild West and his partners.
'l'he forests of northern Nevada were just like any other
forests, to them, and they were beginning to wonder why
it was that they had .not come across any of the outlaws,
who were said to be so plentiful in that region.
Pretty soon Cheyenne Charlie and Hop Wah came in
with what meat they wanted from the carcass of the slain
bear, and then Wing Wah said supper was ready.
The scout and Jim Dart were attired in buckskin ,suits
:.im1lal' to Young Wild West, and all three wore broad
sombreros of the .Stetson type.
The girls had on fancy riding costumes consisting of
buckskin skirt~ and leggings and waists and cloaks of
bright colored material, setting them off to the very best
ad vantage. ·
It . was what might be termed a very "happy family"
that sat down to the evening meal just as the sun was sinking below the range, and as the meal was a well cooked
one, they thoroughly enjoyed it.
'l'hough the weather was still a bit cool, it being the
early part of April, none of them minded it.
Hop Wah assisted his brother in his duties without a
" ·-forcl to say.
Re knew that Wild had told how the bear had come
upon him while he was drinking the whisky, and he felt
that the less he said about it the better it would be for
him.
Wing must have noticed that his brother felt rather
sheepish, for be looked at him now and then and grinned.
Cheyenne Charlie. was thinking of starting a row between the two when something happened that caused him
to change his mind.
The elRtter of hoofs suddenly sounded near at hand, and
•
then a horseman dashed up and came to a halt before them.
The rider was a striking looking personage attirecl in
the garb a mining sport or Western gambler usually wears,
while the black horse he rode was decked with fancy and
expensive trappings.
r. ~

•

"Good evening, strau5ers
ing off his hat to the girls. "This is quite a surprise! I
had no idea of meeting such dashing looking gentlemen
and beautiful ladies in this wild place. Where are you
i.Jound, if I may be so bold as to ask?"
"We are bound for a town called Seven Spot," answered
Young Wild W.est, who, though he did not like the look:,
and manner of the man, decided to answer him civilly.
"Ah! And what are you taking such beautiful ladies
to Seven Spot for? Or, is it a traveling show that you
have?"
''No, it isn't a traveling show," retorted Wild, noticing
that the stranger was trying to be a bit sarcastic. "We
arc simply going to Seven Spot to see what sort of a place
it is. We have a friend living there, and I told him that
we would take a trip out there some time. Do you know
anything about Seven Bpot ?"
"Well, rather. It is right near the border line of Oregon ancl is a sort of headquarters for the villafns of both
states, it seems."
"lb that so? Well, I guess we are not afraid of the
villains there. We always have a way of minding our own
affairs, and when we do that we are never bothered, unless
it i~ by someone who wants to rob us."
"Have you ever been robbed, then?" queried the stranger. smiling and showing much interest.
"Never been robbed of anything that .we did not get
·
back with interest, and that pretty quick, too."
"Ah ! There is something remarkable about your party,
then. I am glad I met you. My name is Doc Dean and
I live in Oregon, just over the line from Seven Spot. I
guess I had betrer introduce you to the Oregon Outlaws!"
The last was said in a louder tone of voice, and then
from the grove of cedars just behind him there came ten
horsemen, each having a.six-shooter in his hand.
Young Wild West knew what was up right away.
They had met the outlaws they were looking for!
There was no look of surprise on Young Wild West s
face; he was far too cool for that.
But the very moment the horsemen came from the
grove he jerked a revolver from his belt and leveled it at
the man who called himself Doc Dean.
"Just tell your friends to get away from here, or you'll
drop from your horse!" he exclaimed in a ringing voice.
HI mean what I say!"
If Young Wild West had not shown surprise Doc Dean
certainly did.
A look of blank amazement came over his face, and then
in a faltering voice he said:
'';Move b?ck to the trail, boys, and wait for further
orders."
The horsemen turned immediately, showing that 1they
were well disciplined.
Some of them acted as though they would like to open
fire on our friends, though, but they had sense enough to
realize that if they did their leader would surely fall. .
Not only had Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart drar
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their revolvers by this time, but the girls showed that they
were ready to put up a fight, as well.
Doc Dean started to turn his horse around and follow his
men, but Young Wild West commanded him to stay right
· where he was.
"You wait until I tell you to go or you'll never leave
this :place alive!" he said, calmly.

thrn he turned and galloped into the grove of cedars,
where his men had gone.
"Now I guess we have got to look out!" said Young
Wild West. "I feel sure that we will not get rid of that
gang as easy" as all that. They were rather surprised, 1
think, for they surely thought they had us dead to rights,
and meant to clear us out of everything we had of value.
It is a good thing that there are so many boulders and
rocks scattered around here, for we will have something
to shield us in case they do attack us."
The place they had selected to pitch their camp certainly
CHAPTER II.
was well adapted to withstand an attack.
Back of them about twenty feet was a little hollow at
WILD FOOLS THE OUTLAWS.
the foot of a cliff, and it was here that the horses were
There was a glitter in the eyes of Doc Dean which told tied so they could nibble at the short grass.
that though he knew he must obey.. he was but waiting for j All around the campfire were rocks and bould~
a chance to turn the tables.
large enough to crouch behind.
He was remarkably calm now, too.
A word fro~ Wild and th~y all took positions so they
"If you don't object to telling me, I would like to know Iwould not be m dang~r of b~m~ shot from the grove.
who you are," he said.
But there was nothmg to md1cate that the Oregon Out. "I don't object in. th,e least. I am Young Wild West, laws were c~mi~g back right away.
.
.
1
and I came out this way to hunt up some of the outlaws I It wa~ begmn~ng to get dar~ now and the au was takmg
tliat are out here, making life miserable for the few honest on a chill that made them wish that the fire was nearer
people who are trying jo earn a livelihood," was the r eply. to t~em.
.
"I want to warn them to behave and disband."
Wild saw that there was a good place m the ho.llow to
1
"Oh! Well, you have been lucky enough to meet the have a fire, and t:1at they would ~e_t more benefit from
boss of them all, then. I am Doc Dean, the leader of the there than where 1t now was, prov1dmg they were forced
Orecron
Outlaws •f My ocrancro can't be downed , so you had I to kllep out of the way of the outlaws.
o
better give up the foolish notion you have got in your
"Boys," said he, "let's roll some of the rocks across the
head."
opening here, and then get the fire going over this way.
"I guess you never heard· of me, or y~u would not say The tents are all right where they are, for they are shieldthat."
ed pretty well by that little ridge there."
"Oh, yes! I have heard of Young Wild West," was the
"Good enough!" spoke up the scout, and then all hands
retort.
set at work getting things in shape.
When the stones had been rolled and piled up t8 suit
"Well, you neve heard of him giving up anything he
1
them
some of the brands from the fire were brought down
started to accomplish, did you?"
in
the
hollow and then another can;ipfire was soon blazing
"I can't say that I have heard that. · I never heard
away,
for
there was plenty of dry wood there.
much about him, anyway. I always thought I would like
"I
never
thought we were going to run across such a
to meet him, though, and I am glad that I have.''.
gang as that before we g~ to Seven Spot," obser~ed our
"Well, if you don't look out you will wish you never hero, as he took a look around into the gathering glooll'.l '
had," spoke Arietta, who stood with her rifle, ready to and saw nothing out of the ordinary. "I did~ 1hinf,
fire upon the men if they took a notion to come back.
though, that we would strike some of the outlaws when we
"Ahl I like to bear you say that!" exclaimed the Or- got there, for the man from Disaster Peak declared that
egon Outlaw. "There is music in your voice, my pretty a person never ·knew just when he was safe in the little
one. I will confess right here that I have been smitten t,own."
h.v your beauty!"
.
I "Wh at was that galoot's name, Wild?" asked the scout.
''You'll be smitten by a chunk of hot lead if yer don't
"Dutton was the name he went by, I believe. But I am
he.J] yer mouth shut!" .observed Cheyenne Charlie.
'certain that he was not putting it too· strono- when he said
'·:OJ,, no!. I' don't believe that Young Wild West is pne it was a dangerous place for an honest man to live. That's ,
w11q would allow a man to be shot down when he is virt- why I was anxious to make the trip out here."
ua!iy a prisoner in his power."
I "Did he say anything about the outlaws belo~ging ter
"No, I wouldn' allow that," said Wild. "Now you just Oregon?"
turn rour horse , around and light out! The next time I "Yes, he said they came from both states, and that you
• we meet look opt for me! You are not going to rob us, could never could tell when you were in the presence of
and you can bet all you're worth on it I"
some of them."
·
'·Good evening, all!" cried the villain, sarcastically, and [ "Well, I reckon we told all right a little while ago,"
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chuckled Charlie. "It didn't take much ter tell that they
It was the leader of the outlaw band who appeared to
was an outlaw gang all right, even if ther galoot what call- be talking at that moment.
himself Doc Dean hadn't said they was."
"NHer mind, boys," Wild heard him say. "It is quite
"They thought they had us dead to rights, and that certain that Young Wild West and his crowd have got some
they could relieve us of what money we had and insult the money with them to carry them through. It may be that
girls as they saw fit," said Wild. "But they soon found the boy intends to buy some mining property there, for I
out their mistake. If that fellow had not ordered them to have heard that he goes around buying mines that are
leave just as he did I would have shot him dead. There for sale cheap, and that he has a way of making them pay
is no harm in shooting a road agent, when he persists in in double-quick tirrie. A fellow told me that Young Wild
attacking you."
West was one of the luckiest that ever put a pick in the
"Do you think they really went very far away, Wild?" ' ground." ·
•
asked Arietta.
"Of course they've got money with 'em, Doc," one of
· "No the chances are that they are pretty close to us at the others said. "Wba t would they be goin' around like
I
this minute. I am going to find out pretty soon. I want this fur if they didn't 'have?"
it to get good and dark first."
"Well, if they haven't got much money there's a very
~r<i' '-Oited a few minutes, and then buckling his belt pretty girl there, and I have made up my mind to have her,
a hole tighter, he drew a . revolver from the holster at his no matter what happens!" exclaimed Doc Dean.
right side and set out to find out whether the outlaws were : "You have, eh?" thought Wild. "Look out that you
£1.nywhere close about.
don't get shot by that same pretty girl!"
He did not head straight for the cedar grove in which
"I reckon they think we have gone on," spoke up anthey had disappeared, but went around to the right.
other of the outlaw gang. "But they'll find out that
There was an excellent phance for him to succeed with- \ they've made a big mistake afore mornin'. It's time
out 1eing seen b.y anyone who might be watching, for the IWock got back ter let us know what they're up to over
roC'ki;. and boulders were numerous and the evergreen there. They might have took a notion to move off in
shrubbery that lined the side of the mountains afforded 1some other direction."
an excellent shield for the daring 'boy.
·
"I hope they have," replied Doc. "That will make them
Wild continued on his way until he entered the grove 1very easy to catch. From what I saw of their camp, they
at a point a hundred yards to the right frbm the prace ought to be able to put up a stiff fight where they are. If
where the Oregon Outlaws had last been seen.
it wasn't for hurting the girls we could rush them and
All was still except the chirping of insects and the weird finish them in quick time. I have made up my mind that
hoot of an owl that was located in a dead tree not far away. it will not be healthy to have Young Wild West and his
The dashing young deadshot now continued straight partners around this part of the country. The boy has the
ahead and soon reached the trail that led to Seven Spot, reputation of cleaning out just such gangs as ours, and
which lay on a level spot directly in the north shadow of though I am not afraid that he will put us out of business,
Disaster Peak.
..
he might give us a lot of trouble."
Once on the trail the boy paused and took a look around.
"Well, he sorter got ther drop on you, Doc, an' made
To the left along the edge of the trail something like you order us ter quit ther game," observed a man, who
two hundred yards away he saw the faint glimmer of a was walking up and down as -a sentry.
campfire.
"Yes, and I feel sore over that, boys. Only once in
"Ah!" he exclaimed, with a nod of satisfaction, "so !my life before did anything like that happen to me. It
·here's .yhere you are, eh? Well, I had an idea you didn't i w.as about a year ago, when I was doing business away up
gt.> very far, Doc Dean. I guess your intentions are to ' on the trail to Portland. I had three men with me, and
surprise us before morning. We'll see about that."
\we held up a stagecoach. The driver got the drop on me
:V'ild now started f~r the camp~re, which, he could !'before I.knew it, and be had me so bad that I had to <lo
easily tell, was partly hidden from view.
as he said and order my men to take to the woods. But
He took to, the opposite side of the trail and made his II got him the next day, though. I was mask.ed :When, .he
way along cautiously th!ough the bushes.
got the drop on me, and the next day I.met h1m m a amHe was not long in getting to a point from which he mill in a little town and got in a quarrel with him. I
had .a pretty good view of the camp.
was quicker than he was that day and the first shot fetichThe outla;s were sitting and standing about a big fire ed '"him. They wanted to lynch me at first, but I made
of log,1 and were evidently bent upon stayin'g there all them think that it was all the man's fault, and so got away
night, as some had put up blankets in the form of tents. from him. I am going to do the same thing with Young
Wild thought he might as well get close enough to hear Wild West. No matter what happens to-night, unless he
"'hat the conversation was, so he moved a little nearer.
should go 11nder, I'll meet him to-morrow in Seven Spot.
Kot until he was within twenty yards of the edge of the He won't know me, and you can bet that he'll go under."
camp did he pause.
A smile stole over the face of Young Wild West as he
'rhen hr listened and heard what was being said.
heard this from his place of concealment.
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"I guess you will have to be a great deal quicker than
you were to-night, then, Doc Dean," he muttered.
Just then a ma:b. came into the camp from the dark
:;hadows behind it and then all the outlaws waited to hear
,vhat he had to say.
"They're there yet," said the newcomer; "they've got
things fixed as though they expect we'll.be back after 'em.
I reckon it'll be a putty hard fight afore we git ther best
of 'em, 'cause they'll be able ter shoot from behind ther
rocks they've got piled up. They've shifted their fire
down in a little holler at ther foot of ther cliff,''
"Is that so, Wock ?" Doc Dean asked, showing that he
was just the least bit troubled over the man's report.
"Well, we will have a try at them and then make a rush
· to get behind the rocks, where they are. We must have
what money they have got, and I want that girl with the
golden hair!"
Wild did not wait much longer-only until he was
sure that the villains did not mean to attack them until
just before daylight.
Then he made hi~ way back to the camp.
"Get ready to move at once," he said. , "I guess the
horses are not so tired but that we can make Seven Spot
by daylight."
Then he quickly told them what he had learned.
Our friends were not long in getting ready to leave the
spot.
And when they did leave they took a circle far enough
around to .prevent the outlaws from hearing them.
Doc Dean's scheme was not going to work.

.CHAPTER III.
OUR FRIENDS REACH SEVEN SPOT.

.Our friends reached the trail that led into Seven Spot
in'less _than twenty minutes after they broke camp and set
out.
Wild was satisfied that the outlaws were entirely ignorant of the fact that they were going, to, so that gave him
a fee1ing of satisfaction, since he knew they would be in a
rage when they sneaked up to the hollow under the cliff
and found · it empty.
Once upon the trail the traveling was comparatively
easy.
Where other horses had gone those of ou~£riends could
goJ and the animals seemed to know it, for they went ahead
with considerable more freedom.
Young Wild West was not, by any means, afraid 0£ having a scrimmage with the Oregon Outlaws.
But he did not think it wise to remain where they were,
when there was a chance for them to outwit the villains.
Then he would start in and show them what he could
do in the line of hunting down outlaw gangs.
. About midnight the moon came up, and then they had
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a pretty clear path, for they could see for a good distance
ahead· in the parts where there were no woods
Young Wild West was satisfied, according to the reports
he had received the day before, that they only had a trifle
over sixty miles further to go when they went into camp
that afternoon.
This distance could be easily made, even if the packhorses were rather slow.
Resting now and then, they pushed on, and about an
hour before daylight the lights of a little town showed in
the distance.
"That must be Seven Spot/' said our hero, as he came
to a halt and sat on the back of his handsome sorrel stallion, Spitfire, and took in the scene ahead.
"As sure's you're alive it is, Wild!" exclaimed Charlier·
"There ain't no other camp around this part of. ik&fl1'§ti'°ntry, I reckon."
·
There were only half a dozQn lights to be seen, and these
were almost in a cluster.
This showed that they must come from the drinking
and gambling places of the town, and that the rest of the
houses or shanties were wrapped in darkness.
They were nearly two miles off wh~ they first saw
the lights, and after they had pushed forward for a few
minutes the trail wound its way around at the foot of a
long; uneven cliff and they were lost to view.
It was not until they were right at the edge of the town
that they caught sight of it again.
They rode through a crooked pass and came right -~p~~

.

Disaster Peak reared itself dismal and bleak looking
above the speck of civilization that lay beneath it.
The moon had gone down long befo;e, so Wild halted
and lighted a match, so he could see the time by his watch,
"We're a little early to strike breakfast at the tavern,
if there is one there, and rather late to go to bed," he said
with a laugh .
"Well, what do you say if we pick out an open space
along the creek over there and go into camp?" Jim Dart
suggested.
"I guess that is as good a way as any. Come on; w e \ ~
take that spot between the two shanties over there." -»r
The spot having been selected, they promptly rode over
to it and dismounted.
The two Chinamen· were very sleepy, but they got a
stir on them and assisted in putting up the tents they carried with them.
·
This done the girls took possession of their tent and the
Celestials crawled into the other.
Wild, Charlie and Jim decided that they might just as
well remain awake until daylight, as they wanted to be
up the first thing, anyhow.
They did not have to wait very long.
Pretty soon the first gray streaks denoting the approaching day showed in the east and then the grayness gradually assumed a .l~ghter color, and finally a haze 0£ pink
came up.
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In a few minutes this turned to a golden yellow and then I "Do you own this property?" he asked.
it was light enough for them to look all over the town and
"No, but there's folks what live in this here town what
see what sort of a place it was.
does, though. You take my advice an' git!"
Seven Spot was really a headquarters where the owners
"Does any of the rest of you own this property?" Wild
of the outlying ranches obtained their supplies, though asked, looking at the rest of the men, and not noticing
considerable mining was carried on there, too.
the last remark of the fellow, at all.
It was not much of a town. In the east it would have
None of them said they did, so our hero went on:
been called a villagti, and not a very large one, at that.
"Well, I guess if you want us to move from here you
The buildings were mostly of the sha.n ty type, though will have to go and get the man who owns the ground to
here and there quite a substantial house could be seen.
tell us to do it. Now I am going to tell you fellows someJust now everything was very still there, but in a short thing! We are honest people, and would not touch anytime there would be plenty of life there, for already the thing that did not belong to us in a harmful way. We
smoke could be seen coming from the tops of the chimneys .. have a way of taking care of ourselves, too, so you had
The residents of Seven Spot were getting ready for an- better be careful how you behave. If you get to acting
othe.day.
harshly toward us I may take a notion to shoot your ears
\ 1Id wvs not surprised to note the fact that there were off!"
at least half a dozen sal~ons in the place.
This was said in such a cool and easy way that the six
The majority of them,:~·cre pretty tough looking resorts, men were surprised so much that they looked at each other,
too, judging from outside', appearances.
as though they wondered whether their ears had told them
Ther)> was one place that bore a sign indicating that it correctly or not.
was a tavern that looked as though it might he a pretty
The leader of the party finally found the use of his
respectable sort of public hcuse, but our hero had decided tongue.
that it was just about as well to eat their breakfast in the
"Are-are you talkin' tcr us?" he gasped.
camp.
"Certainly. Kow just move away from here as quick as
Half an hour later as many as a dozen of the less than you can. Find the man who owns this property and tell
two hundred of the population were astir.
him we are here. Do you l1ear what I say !"
The camp on the bank of the little creek was soon obThe boy seldom lost_ his temper, but he was fast doing
~f'rved by some of them and it was not long before half a it now.
dozen rough looking men were heading toward it.
I But he realized it right away, and then, as coolly as
"Here's where we will have to explain our appearance Ithough he was simply taking a shot at a mark, he jerked
here, boys," said Wild, looking at his partners and smil- a revolver from his belt and fireJ at the spokesman of the
1
ing.
party.
"I don't like ther looks of them galoots very much," reAs the report sounded a button disappeared from the
torted the scout.
coat of the man, who stood with his side exposed to Wild.
"They might take it in their heads to order ·us to quit
He was wearing the garment open and it was not a
this spot," added Dart. "If one of them happens to own difficult thing to do.
this property. I suppose we will have to move, unless they
Crack!
are different from what their looks make them appear.''
Another button flew off the coat before the man realized
There were just six of the men and they were all rather what the first shot meant.
vicious looking.
One of the others put his hand on the butt of a re~ They did not say a word until they reached: the camp volver.
anc1 came to a halt.
·He had just pulled it from the holster when-Then one, who was evidently the man selected to be
Crack!
the spokesman, exclaimed:
"Ow-wow!" he yelled and the weapon dropped to the
"Where did yer drop from, strangers?"
ground as though he had suddenly found it to be red-hot.
"Oh, we landed here about an hour before daylight, and
But Wild had not touched his flesh with the bullet.
we thought we wouldn't bother the people at the tavern
He had that trick down so fine that he could hit the
J'ust then, but would camp here till things got awake in barrel of a shooter every time, and the sudden impact of
the town," answered Wild.
the bullet invariably caused a shock similiar to that given
"Yer did, hey? Well, don't yer know that this land by electricity to dart up the arm of the perso~ who held
.i.long here is owned by folks what lives here?" ·
it.
"That ~houldn''t make any difference. We are not
Charlie and Jim now joined in the game.
hurting the land in the least."
I The former put a bullet through the higl1-topped Mex"But it does make a difference. You'd better pull up ican sombrero one of them had on and the latter neatly
stakes an' light out of here afore yer git in trouble."
clipped a piece of another's boot heel.
Young Wild West looked at the man in his cool and I "We are just showing you what we could do if we got in
c,sy way.
earnest," said Young Wild West, still retaining the smile
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on hici hantlsome face . "You had better move, I think, pay 11im ler dig more·n enough tcr live out of it. Dutton
for the next time I shoot someone will drop, anu l!e will ·ain ·t lhcr only one what's been treated that way, though;
there's lots of honest fellers here, though Seven Spot is
never get up again!"
The six villains turned with one accord and 1:an for the ther worst town for thieves an' outlaws, fur its size, this
·
nearest saloon, which was only a couple of hundreu yards side of ther Missouri RivCT !"
"Well, I met Dutton in Denver; be told me about the
away.
At this juncture Arietta, Anna and Eloise came out of t01rn. I was ju:;t intercst~c.l. enough to take a trip out thi::;
way. Uy name i:; Young Wild West."
the tent.
"l thought so. I've heerd Dutton speak of yer. Hello !
hanu.
her
in
The former had her rifle
he comes now!"
Here
"What is the matter, Wild?" she asked.
"Oh, we were just showing half a dozen of the residents
of the town that we knew how to handle our shooters, that'a
CHAPTER IV.
all," was the reply. "They ordered us to break up camp
anu get off this property, and we didn't want to do it.
WILD .A.ND nrs PARTNERS FIND MUCH OPPOSITION
There they go! I guess they found out they had made a
IN SEVEN SP_QT.
mi ·take."
Arieita looked at the retreating rascals and laughed.
Wild looked and saw a man coming, whom he at once
"1Iore outlaws, I guess," she observed.
·
as Dutton.
recognized
never
But
Et.
seems,
it
them,
of
full
is
woods
"T11e
Spot,
Seven
to
come
you've
"so
cry;
the
came
"Hello!"
ourselves
of
care
take
to
manage
mi nu; I think we can
\\'ing, you and Hop just get a hustle on and start a fire. ch, Young Wild West?"
"Yes, we thougl1t we'd drop around out this way, since·
I feel like eating some breakfast I can d0 -without sleep
we had no particular place to go just now," our hero anfor a night, but I must have my meals."
swerea.
The two Chinamen hastened to obey.
Dutton came up and shook hands with Wild and his
There happened to be plenty of wood near ~t hand, so
partners, and then the girls were introduced.
it was not long before they had a fire going.
Then the girls assisted thfm arid the coffee-pot was 1 'l'he miner shook his head as though he was •in edoub~
lmng over the blt.ze, while they got some steaks of ven- about something.
ison a~d bear meat ready for broiling when the coals got J "I'm sorry you brought the women-folks with you," he
said. "This ain't jest ther place for them. Seven Spot
jnst right.
I
'
can't be beat for being. a bad town."
a
of
garb
the
in
man
a
ready
Before the breakfast was
.guess it
I
a,n~
right,
all
be
would
it
thought
we
"Well,
.
·j
camp.
miner was seen approaching the little
down to
gomg
are
we
here
leave
we
when
see,
You
will.
conmarked
in
out
")Iornin', strangers!" he called
Texifs.
in
ranch
my
to
go
will
we
there
from
and
Yuma,
.
trust to the way they had been addressed by their previous
Seven
in_
stay
right.'during.our
all
be
will
girls
the
guess
I
j
Yisitors.
man
this
as
trouble,
httle
a
had
already
ISpot. We have
'' Good morning," answered Wild, pleasantly.
"I'm ther man what owns tber land you're camped on," will be able to tell · you."
Lige Booster nodded.
went on the newcomer. "I heard Gil Griddle an' some
"You ought ter have seen Gil Griddle git called a little
others jest talkin' about how they had ordered yer ter
leave here, . n' yer wouldn't. I come over here ter tell yer I while ago, Dutton," he said. "Young Wild West made
that yer kin stay here jest as long as yer want ter. I'm him an' five men what belongs ter his gang think they had _,
I
Lige Booster, an' I believe in a fair shake out 0£ ther box struck a hornets' nest! My, but wasn't ther bullets fl.yin' J'
I "Did you drop any of them?" and Dutton looked around
every time!"
inquiringly.
Mr.
way,
"Well, I am glad that you look at it that
Boster. We thought we were doing no harm here, so when I ~'Oh, no!" answered Wild; "I never had any such inthose galoots told us to get off we wouldn't do it. I guess tentiorni, nor did Charlie or Jim. We just gave them an
I
t~ey found out that we were not to be fooled a great deal exhibition 0£ a little straight and quick shooting, that's
all."
with."
"Well, I hope you don't have any £urther trouble with
"I heard ther shootin' from my shanty over there, an'
I jest watched what was goin' on. I only seen ther last them, although I think they will try to get square with
part or it, though. My ! but didn't yer tame 'em down! you. You must keep an eye on them. If you are going
'l'hat's ther worst gang we've got in Seven Spot, though to stay here in Seven Spot for a while I guess I have got
a good place for you to put up at. I've got a shanty that
there's plenty of their kind hanging about ther town."
isn't occupied right next to where I live, and I think it
namecl
man
a
know
to
"Is that so? Do you happen
would be a good inea £or you to take it. 'I'here is a table
Dutton?"
" I reckon I do. He's got a claim here, but he's been ancl a few chairs in it, so with the things you have got you
cleaned out as many times that I reckon it don't hardly: could make out finely, I think."
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"All right, Mr. Dutton. I guess we will accept of your do it, I guess. After they had gone a while I took a scout
offer. Just as soon as we have eaten breakfast we will around and found where they were camped. I listened
take possession of the shanty."
to what they were saying, and among other things, Doc
"Well, there it is, right over there."
Dean mid that if he did not fix me before we got to Seven
.H e pointed it out, and then turned to go.
Spot he would meet me there in some disguise, and that
"Won't you stop and have breakfast with us?" Wild he would pick a row with me and shoot me. I am waiting
asked.
for him to arr.ive. You want to be on hand when he tack"No, thank xou. My Chinese cook has my breakfast les me. You will see whether he is able to down me or not,
ready by this time, so you will excuse me. Come right I don't want to brag, but if all men were no worse than
over as soon as you can."
Doc Dean is to get the drop on I would never be afraid of
"All right, Mr. 'Dutton, we will."
getting shot while facing a man."
Our hero then invited Lige Booster to stay to break"Somebody is likely ter die with his boots on afore sunfast and he accepted the invitation.
set, then, I reckon," said the miner, half to himself.
"I ain't got no one ter cook fur me," he explained, "an'
"That is true. But it is not going to be me, if I can
I hadn't started in ter git anything read myself when I possibly help it," answered Wild, calmly.
~
- ther sl10otin'. I know yer wouldn't ask me ter
"An' I reckon we'll see ter it t1iat yer kin help it, Wild,'•
eat with yer: i.f yer didn't mean it."
:,poke up Cheyenne Charlie.
"That's right, parcl !" spoke up Charlie. "You're welIn a fuw minutes they were getting ready to break up the
come ter share what we've got, an' don't yer furgit it!"
camp and go over to the shanty that Dutton had been kine]
"I knowed that," said the miner, as one 0£ the Chinaenough to offer to them .
. men ""made a place for him.
·
'rhe shanty had been occupied by a miner and his famWhile they were eating breakfast a few men came close
ily, who had sold out to Dutton and left the town, on acby t,he camp and walked back again, but no one said anycount of the trouble he. had with the outlaws, who wer;:i
thing to them.
constantly robbing and annoying him.
They were ·curious 'to see who the strangers who had
Dutton had no use for it, and as he had been unable to
arrived in the night were, and it was q 1ite likely they had
hire it, he was glad to lef our friends ha'-C the use of it
•heard what the shooting was about.
while they remained at Seven Spot.
•
"I'll go with yer ter ther shanty Dutton was telling'
In half an hour's time they were located at the shanty
- yer auout," said Lige Booster when they were through with
and the girls were busy fixing up the interior in a homethe mell. "It's a putty good shanty, an' the young ladies
like style.
will ·be better off in it than they •would,be sleepin' in ther
Quite a crowd gathered about the building, some of
tent there. There's no t ellin' what some of ther bacl gawhom
were the bad element, so Lige Booster said.
loots what hang around Seven Spot might take a notion
Boster
was one of the sort who never take sides with any
ter do."
faction,
but
prefer to allow things to go without inter"Well, if the place was •ten times as bad as you and
fering.
Dutton say it is, we ,voulcln't ,get out of it until we got
But the fact that he was now with the strangers, and
good and ready," answered Young Wild West. "I'm going
helping
them, at that, made Gil Griddle and his men sore
toest~y here•until the outlaws and villains around here have
been driven out, and that won't be a very long time, on him, to use the ~xpression.
"I guess this is all right, boys," said Young Wild West
either.''
to his partners, after everything was arranged to their
Booster looked at the boy in admiration.
"I reckon you're jest ther one ter lead ther decent men full satisfaction. "Now we will fix up a sort of temporary
ii:trier town ag'in ther rascals," he observed. "All they stable for the horses, and then we will be all right for the
want 'is h leader. There's•enough good men 'here ter whip few days we expect to remain here.''
They went out behind the shanty and cut a number of
tber bad gang, if they only got together an' thought so."
"Well, you talk it over with a few of them," was the cedars that were pretty high ones, and then these were
retort. "Then let me lmow what they say. We are going leaned against the rear of the shanty, so they would form
to stay here until the gang who call themselves the Oregon a pretty good shelter for the horses at night.
In the daytime it was not necessary to house them,
Outlaws are whipped to a siandstill. Their leader will be
here before night, and probably the whole crowd will be. since they could be tied with lariats and be allowed to
browse the tough grass that grrw in the vicinity.
I happened to overhear· them talking."
"You hea'rd tber Oregon Outlaws talkin' ?" echoed
Though pretty well dried oit, the grass was still sucBooster in surprise.
culent, and it made an admirable fodder for the animals.
"Yes, we met them last night just before dark. They
When this had been done to the satisfaction of our
were going to rob us, but we wouldn't let them. I happen- friend8 Wild decided to take a walk over to the part of the
ed to get the drop on Doc Dean, the leader, and made him town where the tavern and · saloons were located.
orcler his men ~ leave the spot. He was glad enough to
He felt that the girls would be able to take care of them-
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Eel vc.s in the shanty, as they had the Chinamen to help
"See here!" he exclaimed, as he stepped forward . "I
them, in case anything happened
·
·
guess you don't know what kind of. a place you have struck,
But our hero did not think that the men in the place do you, young fellow? Seven Spot has got tber reputawere bad enough to interfere with the girls.
tion o.f bcin' a town where folks does as they please, an'
Since he had come to Seven Spot he wantecl to keep his when a galoot ain't likccl, an' is told so, he has ter git out!
word . He meant to help clean out the outlaws and ras- You ain't liked here, so yer know what ter do!"
cals who made .the town a headquarters.
"It seems strange that you don't like me, my friend,"
As he macle the proposition to take a walk around Jim, answered °\Yild. "I never did anything to you, that I
· who had been talking to his sweetheart, Eloise, said :
know of. I never saw you in my life before. And yet
"I guess I had better remain here with the girls, Wild. you tell me I am not liked. Is it because I shot the
Eloise has fears that the men might come here and insult buttons off the coat of that galoot, who calls himself Gil
them if they see us ·go away."
Grid@c ?"
"All right," was the reply; "just as•you say, Jiin. I
"Well, Gil's ther head man of this here town, an' them
hardly think anything like that will happen, though, for what don't want ter do as he says ain' t liked."
generally miners, no matter h()w bad they are, have a cer"Oh! So that is the way it is, eh?
Well, now let me
tain respect for femaleB."
tell you somet ing ! I ne"er was run out 0£ a to_w ~
"Well, me an' you will take a walk around, Wild," mining camp yet, and I am not going to be run Out of this
spoke up the ecout. "I want ter sjze up ther people here one. If that don't suit you just show your hand. I am
an' see bow many good ones there is ter be found."
ready for any game that you care to open."
The two left the shanty and proceede<l clown the hill
At this juncture Cheyenne Oharlie and Jim Dart drew
where the buildings were the thickest.
their revolvers.
They came upon Lige Booster and Dutton, who were
"If it's hot lead you're lookin' fur I reckon yer kin
talking to a lot of miners, who seemed to t,e in an angry git 'commodate<l," the former observed.
mood.
Gil Gridley liastily got behind those who were nearest
1\'hen our two friends came up and paused before tht1m the three.
there was a deep silence.
He knew how well they could shoot and it seemed that he
One of the men was Gil Griddle and the five men who clicl not want to hear their shooters begin to crack.
hall been with him when he attempted to rlrive our friends
"lt looks to me as thouo-h this is all bluff" went on our
0
'
from the ground they had camped upon were there, too. I hero, after a pause. ,, You fellows don't want us here, irnd
I
Dutton was the first to speak.
you are trying to scare us into going away. We are not
"Young 1Vild West," said he, "these men say I had no going to leave until we get good and ready, so what arc
right to let you barn the shanty on the ·hill to stop in, and you going to do about it?"
l can't c0nvi11ce them that. I have a perfect right to trcin
The men looked at each 0ther, as though waiting for an
·
my friends ns I ~ee fit. I have told them that I don't want inspiration.
to get in trouble with them, but they say that unless I put
But no ·one macle a suggestion .
ycu out of the shanty there will be trouble ."
By this time more of the miners and ruffianly fellows
"Is that so, 1\1r. Dutton?" retorted Wild, looking at the hanging about the town gathered at the spot.
crowd in his cool and easy way. "Well, I don't want you
It looked as though our three friends were in a pretty
to get into any trouble on our account, so if you say thb tight place, but they did not act that way.
word, we'll get out of the shanty and pitch camp some'!;hey were all remarkably cool, especially' Young Wild
where in the town. I'll guara:qtee that these men won't West.
run m out of the town, too! There is a rascally .fellow
But coolness is what counts in trying times.
tight there, who started to pick a row with us this morn- - Seeing that no one offered to say or do anything,
ing, and I thought he had enough of it. But if he hasn't, nodded to the powerful looking, fellow and said:
lie has but to say the word and he will get all he is looking
"I guess you need a good thrashing to make you more
fol', and a great deal more!"
civil to strangers in the future . I am just in the humor
The boy pointed at Gil Griddle as he spoke, and with to give it to you, too, so get ready!"
his hands within easy reach of his revolvers, he stood lookmg at the villain.
Griddle winced slightly, but made no reply.
However, one of the others took it up.
CHAPTER V.
He was a stalwart you:ijg fellow of twenty-one, who
looked as thqugh he might be very strong and active.
THE NEVADA HEADQUARTERS OF THE OREGON OUTLAWS.
But one look at him would have convinced the ordinary observer that he was one of the sort who have little
Doc Dean and his gang, which he called the Oregon
respect for the feelings 0£ others, and whose best forte outlaws, did not think they had what might be called a
I "soft snap" ahead of them,
.was fighting.
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The way Young Wild West and his partners bad sur"But they have gone, just the same, and how long they
prised them was something that they were not likely to have been gone I don't know. By the looks of the smoulforget right away.
dering fire they le£t behind them, it is half an hour or
They fully realized that they had a stiff fight on hand more."
to overcome the three, for they had seen just enough of the
"Well, what are we goin' ter do about 'em, Doc?" asked
girls to know that they would be apt to do some shooting, one of the men.
too.
·
"Do about it!" was the quick retort; "why, mount our
About an hour after the return of the man who had horses and try to catch them, of course."
been sent to spy upon the camp of our friends Doc Dean
"If they've got as much start as you say they have we'll
arose to his feet and said :
have a hard time doin' it," said Wock, shaking his head.
"I guess I'll take a look at those people myself, so I "Our horses is putty well tired out, an' ther most of 'em
can get a good idea of the best way to go at them in the ain't ther best horseflesh in ther world, I reckon."
morning."
"Well, we'll start for Seven Spot right away, then. If
"You'll find that they've got a putty snug sort of a place we don't catch them before they get there we will after
there under ther cliff, Doc," spoke up the man called they get there."
ock.
The villains at once proceeded to saddle their steed1:1.
"Well, that makes it all the more necessary that I should
It was plain that the majority of them did not like the
have a good look at their camp. To tell the tr~th, I didn't
idea of starting out just then, but they made no complaint
see a great deal of it just before dark when we were there;
aloud, though in low whispers they talked among themthat confounded Young Wild West got the drop on me so
selves.
quick that I didn't have much of a chance to look around."
Having. acknowledged this much, the villainous leader
But they mounted and got away a few minutes later and.
of the band started off in the darkness-:then the tired horses put on a spurt and carried them
along for a 'distance of about ten miles before they gave
D oc .D ean was a young ma~ we11 use d to th e ways of th e out.
'
west, smce he had been born 1:iJ. Portland, Oregon and had
.
.
spent the greater part of his life in the wild parts of that
Doc Dean knew it was no use.
state.
Perhaps half a dozen of the eleven horses might be able
.
to catch up with those who had eluded them, but he was
Consequently he was pretty .well up m woodcraft, and f ·d t t kl y
a ra1 o ac e oung Wild west w1·th th at. number.
was perf ectly capable of stealmg upon the camp of an
S h
t t d 1·
lf ·th f 11 · th t ·1
·th . t b · d.
d
o e con en e
1mse w1
o owmg e rai , an d
enemy w1 ou emg 1scovere .
b
t
h
f
d
1·
h
· ·
t k
·t f
th
a ou an our a ter ay 1g t they came m.
sight of the
But , th.ough. h e .d'd
i ~o no,: 1 , o course, . ere was town.
no necessity for his bemg caut10us just then, smoe our
.
friends bad been gone from the spot an hour.
"Now; boys, we'll get around to our headquarters this
The leader of the Oregon Outlaws proceeded slowly side of the line," Dean said, as he turned his horse and
and pretty soon he got around so he was able to see the left ~he t~ail at the comm,~ncement, of the short pass that
fire, which Young Wild West and bis friends had left l~d righ~ mt~ the town. . We wont ~o ove~ to the other
burning when they went away.
side u~til this Young W.1ld .West busmess 1s fixed up. I
It was all but burned out, though, and it was only the a~ gomg ~o take the gul mto Oregon, t~oug~, so '~he
embers that caused the light the villain saw.
quicker we re able to catch her the better it will be.
Seems to me they are either asleep, or else they are
The me~ ~l seemed glad that they were so near to the
lying in wait for us to attack them," mused the outlaw end of their Journey.
ader, as he crawled a litthi nearer. "I fancy that Youn;
They ha~ been pra~ticing their lawless trade at a. point
vfild West is not one who can be caught napping any kind some two hundred miles from Seven Spot on the hne of
of fashion. But I will have that golden-haired girl before the Uuion Pacific and were now just returning.
sunrise to-morrow morning!"
As they reached the top. of the hill they suddenly came
Nearer and nearer he crept, and pre~ently it dawned upon a small shanty that stood among the trees.
upon him that the birds had flown!
Smoke was coming out of the chimney that was made
The campfire was all that remained of the camp.
of sticks and mud, showing that the occupant was prob.At first he could scarcely believe the evidences of• his ably engage~ in cooking his breakfast.
senses, but finally he got up and walked boldly· into the
Instead of riding their horses up the narrow path that
hollow among the boulders and rocks.
·
led to the door 0£ the shanty they £allowed a little cut
TJie villain uttered an oath and then started hurriedly that was about fifteen .feet deep and as many in width
back for his camp.
until they came to what appeared to be a solid wall of rock,
"We have been fooled, boys!" he cried. "The birds upon the top 0£ which the shanty was built.
have flown!"
Then, without dismounting, Doc Dean placed his fingers
"What!" cried Wock. "Why, it looked ter me as though to his mouth and gave a sharp whistle.
they meant ter stay there all night."
"Hello!" came the answer from above and then a man,
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bareheaded and in his shirt sleeves, came out of the little
building and looked down upon them.
"He gave a nod of welcome, and then said:
"Want ter go right in, I s'pose, eh, Doc?"
"Yes, Handy," was th8 reply. "We're tired out, and
the boys want rest, as well as the horses."
"All right. I'll git right down there an' let yer in."
· The man quickly disappeared inside the shanty, and
then after a wait of two or three minutes a curtain of
canvas that was painted in exact imitation of the dull
~ray rocks rolled slowly up, disclosing an opening that
was amply large enough for the men to ride through
two abreast.
Doc Dean cast a glance to the rear, and seeing no one,
~ave the word and they rode through the opening.
It was really a ravine that they were entering.
'l'he shanty had been built directly over the mouth of it
and the curtain dropped to make it appear that it was
built upon a rocky ·bluff.
Twenty feet back of the house a little waterfall tumbled down into the ravine and then a stream wound itself
toward the other end of the split in the mo~ntain side.
· Between the rear of the ho~se and the fall the ravine
had been covered with felled trees so that sca,rcely a particle of light could get through, and this formed a sort of
ujlclergi'ound apartment, and which the Oregon Outlaws
claimed as their headquarters on the Nevada side of the
line.
The quarters were dry, notwithstanding · the fact that
the waterfall was so close, and they had been fixed up to
accommodate the villains in pretty good shape.
The sleeping part was directly underneath the shanty
and bunks were so arranged as to fill up the spaces on
bt
·a ll ·
·th
ei er si e, a owmg a passageway e ween.
· ht th rough th·1s p1ace
. ti.11ey h ad t o come ng
Tlie f ac t th at
.
. h orses d"d
i no t seem t o d"1st ur b th e vi·11 ams
w1"th th eir
.
.
an;.
rhey had roughed it for years and they we~e glad to
get such a s~ug place to put up at.
As th~ clumney of the shanty ran dow~ to the level
beneath 1t, and there was a fireplace th_ere, 1~ was an e~sy
ma!ter for the outlaws to keep fires gomg without lettmg
then presence there be known.
'l'he man call~d Handy who occupied the shanty was
supposed to be an eccentric hunter, and he was never
bothered by the men of Seven Spot, good or bad.
But he really was a member of the Oregon Outlaws, and
he had been the means of furnishing the subject for more
than one robbery in the little town.
Though not a member of the, band, Gil Griddle was a
warm biend of the outlaw l~ader, and sometimes Dean
would throw something in the miner's way that would
greatly add to his supply of money.
Well, Doc, bow did yer make out on your little trip?"
H andy asked, as he looked at the outlaw captain and smiled.
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"Very good," was the reply. "Anything new at Seven
Spot?"
"Not much. I wasn't there yisterday, though. I've
been doin' a little huntin' ter keep up appearances. You
oughter see ther pelts I've got up in ther shanty."
"Well, that is right. Keep up the hunting now and
then. No one would ever suspect that you are anything
but a hunter who desires to be let alone, and who never
bothers anyone. I fancy that there i"s going to be a rather
warm time in Seven Spot before many hours, Handy."
"How's that, Doc?"
"Well, there is a young fellow down there, who go~
the drop on me last night and made me drive the boys
off. I was caught neatly, and I had to give in. There is
no use in denying it."
_,- _,
"A yoUilg feller done that, you say?"
"Yes, a mere boy, and his name is Young Wild West.
However, he is a dangerous customer, no matter if he is
young. He has got to die before the sun goes down,
Handy, and I am going to be the one to make him die.
Then I am going to steal a girl from his party and take
her over the line into Oregon. I am here for business!"
"How many has 'this Young Wild West got with him,"
the hunter asked.
"Only a man and a boy, three girls and two Chinamen."
"An' you let 'em drive yer away from 'em last night?"
"I certainly did, Handy. Butt wanted to live a little
longer, you know. If my men had raised a hand to fire
a shot my life would have been snuffed out in an instani:--'I am a judge of character, you know, and I could tell that
Young Wild West meant business."
''How is it that you didn't git him afterwards, then?"
"They gave 11s the slip and come on to Seven Spot.
I was cerWe meant to ·get them before daylight, because
.
. h
But
tam t at they had a. good sum of money with them.
. .
smce
trail,
the
follow
to
had
we
t11ey gave us the slip, so
.
our horses were too tired to overtake them before they
got here."
"Well, if you don't git him, an' git ther gal yer want,
too, no one could, Doc."
The captain smiled, for he took this as a great compliP"
ment, and compliments he liked.
"I'll take a walk into the town pretty soon," iJ.0 Rid.
"'rhey all know me as Gambler Dick here, and some of
my friends will b,e glad to see me back. I told them you
were a relative of mine, and that I came h'ere to visit you
now and then."
"'Yes, yer told 'em that when yer first struck Se~en
Spot. I told 'em ther same thing. I said you was my
,
nephew."
"And they don't care who the boys are. They know
they show up once in a while, and that is all there is to
it."
While the two were talking two o:f the outlaws were
busy getting breakfast ready for the crowd.
Handy said he had not yet had his breakfast, so he invited Doc to eat with him.
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"All right," was the reply. "Boys, I am going to eat] Wild was not the least bit
afraid that he would not
breakfast with Handy. I a!i his nephew when I am in I settle the fellow in short order.
Seven Spot, you know."
He knew he was a powerful man, and that he could
'fhe men nodded.
probably hit a blo:w that would fell a steer, but that made
They were satisfied to anything the captain did. ,
no difference to him.
Dean followed Handy up a roughly made ladder and
He did not intend to let him land a blow upon him.
entered the shanty through a trap door that was just
"Take your time and be sure you hit where you aim
large enough to permit them to get through.
for," he said, and then he made a feint with his left.
Then the hunter quickly cooked the breakfast he had
The Stinger dodged and threw up his hands.
been preparing when the outlaws came to the shanty, and
Bi:ff !
when it was ready poth sat down and ate.
Wild's right fist shot out and caught him on the neck
"I've been up all night, Handy, and I didn't get but a
Back the young miner staggered, for the blow was a
few winks the night before," observed the outlaw captain straight one, well delivered
.
when he had swallowed his coffee and lighted a cigar.
But the dashing young deadshot did not stop at that.
"But I have made up my mind that I am not going to
He was right after him, and before he could recover
leep again until the young fellow I told you about is two more blows were landed.
dead I will put on the suit I have here, and then with
One of them fetched him on the nose and a stream of
the blonde beard on my face, I guess Young Wild West blood was the result.
will not know me. It won't take long for me to get in 'l'hat woke the Stinger up .
.a row with him and fire the shot that will finish him!"
"I'll make mince-meat of yer !" he roared, rushing and
swinging as he came.
·
A fellow as awkward as himself would have been beaten
to the ground before that fierce rush, but not so with
CHAPTE R VI.
Young Wild West.
He avoided the rush with the greatest of ease and sent
WILD ST.A.RTS A MOVEMEN T AGAINST THE OUTLAWS.
in two more hot ones that caused the Stinger to reel like
a drunkE,n man.
.
Young Wild West had decided that the best way to
But he did not go down.
_ .iIDpress the miners was to thrash the powerful young
Our hero realized that he was about as tough as they
fellow.
made them in that respect.
He felt certain that there was not a person there but
But he was going to knock him down before he got
that thought 'he would he unable to whip the man, saving through with him.
his partners.
.
He made up his mind to that, and when Wild made up
"What is your name, my friend?" Wild asked, coolly his mind to do a certain thing he always
did it.
looking at the fellow he had challenged,
So far he had only received one blow, and ·that a glanc"Tom, ther Stinger, is ther handle I go by in this ing one that failed to even jar him.
camp," was the reply, when he found the use of his tongue .
"How do you like it as far as you've gone?" Wild
"I reckon you'll think I'm a Stinger., too!"
asked, tantalizingly.
"Well, you won't" sting me bad enough to make it show,
"I'll show yer !" was the rejoinder, and then the StingI guess. Are you ready for business?"
er gathered himself and made another rush.
"Do yer mean it when yer say yer want ter fight me?"
But the madder he got the wilder he became.
ai;ked the Stinger, his eyes bulging in pure astonishment.
His blows only hit the empty air, for our hero avoided
.....:,' Certainly I mean it. I want to show you and the them with great ease .
rest 0£ the gang here that I ' am not in the habit of taking
He kept sending in one now and then, and at the end
orders from anyone, and that I can take care of myself of two minutes the burly young miner
was pretty well
at any stage of the game."
exhausted.
"Well, I'll fight yer, but yer won't stand no ' show with
Not one man in the crowd had offered to interfere,
me!'
so far.
"Oh, yes, I will. Are you ready?"
They simply looked on in amazement.
"Yes!"
There was a broad grin on the face of Cheyenne Cha~"An' if yer go ter usin' ·a shooter or knife afore yer lie, for he thoroughly enjoyed the scene.
git enough you'll git a streak of daylight through your
He was watching the crowd, especially the men in it
head!" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "This is goin' ter be they had had the trouble \vith that morning.
a square fight."
Wild knew he had his opponent just where he wanted
"I won't have ter use anything but my fists, I reckon," him, so he determined to end the fight.
Tetorted the Stinger, as he squared off awkardly before
It was quite plain that the Stinger was made of good
Young Wild West.
stuff, and would stick to it until thoroughly beaten.
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made a mistake when you tried to catch me napping, whoever you are. It is a wonder~y partner did not drop you
dead in your tracks, instead of catching your wrist."
"I've a notion ter do it yet!" spoke up the scout, swinging his revolver around. "I won't feel satisfied till I've
plugged some sneakin' ·galoot! Where's ther one what
wants ter shuffle off this mortal coil? Do I hear anyone
speak?''
There was a deathly silence.
But Charlie was started now.
"Push ther galoot what calls himself Gil Griddle out
so I kin see him!" he ·went on. "I'm goin' ter send him
clown ther road barefooted. Push him out, I say! If yer
don't I'll shoot at him through someone's body!"
Those who were standing in front of Griddle got out
~
of the way with wondedul quickness.
,,..
Crack!
The scout's bullet hit one of the villain's boots.
Crack I
The other boot got the same dose.
But that was quite enough for Griddle, who was really
as much of a coward as anyone in the town, notwithstand~
ing that he wielded a certain power over the bad element.
He turned and ran for the nearest saloon as fast as he
could.
Wild could not help noticing that about half the lookershand, I reckoµ."
appreciated what Charlie was doing.
on
were
words
the
before
Wild's eyes were upon the man
Crack!
·
mouth.
his
hardly out of
The scout fired for the third time, and with a yell Gil-.
· The boy was just enough nettled at the way the miners
had acted to be ready for anything, or anybody that came Griddle leaped into the air and came down in a heap.
But he got up in an instant and started on a run again.
along.
"I ·only shaved a piece from ther sole of his boot,'' ex"I guess you heard what I said," he retorted. "If you
claimed Charlie to the crowd. "I feel jest like makin'
,
want to fight me come on!"
The man, who was no other than Doc Dean in disguise, a button-hole in ther back of his neck, but I ain't goin'
ter do it. It ain't always proper fur a feller ter do jest
pushed his way past Charlie and up to Wild.
His hand slid to · his belt, and observing the motion, what he feels like cloin'."
Gambler Dick, alias Doc Dean, now turned and followed
Cheyenne Charlie thrust out his hand.
"If you're not bullet proof you're going to die, young in the direction Griddle hacl taken.
Those who believed in him and stuck to him sneaked
fellow!" cried the Oregon Outlaw, and then he jerked
I
after him.
along
caught
hand
sinewy
a
But
holster.
th'e
from
the revolver
last to go was the Stinger, who got up rather unThe
.
his wrist in a vise-like grip.
/ ../steadily.
calmly.
scout,
the
said
"I reckon you don't do that!"
'!.J]J,
not
that
and
eye,
one
of
out
see
only
could
He
"Wild, ther galoot thought be had yer, I reckon."
well.
"Let go his wrist, Cliarlie !" came the reply.
The burly young man had been badly worsted in his
Wild had his hand on his own revolver now.
fight with Young Wild West.
<;Jharlie obeyed.
Wild looked around ancl counted seventeen men reBut as he did so the disguised outlaw let his weapon drop
maining there.
back in the holster.
They all looked to be honest fellows and he took it that
He turned white to his hair.
did not approve of the methods pursued by Gil
they
baffled.
been
had
he
For the second time
Griddle.
he
who
known
But the villain was not going to make
"Boys," he said, though some of them were old enough
was.
be his grandfather, "I guess you would like to have
to
"I'm a friend of that young man, and I thought you
had downed him with a knife · or a bullet," he said, point- things run a little straighter in Seven Spot than they
ing to the Stinger, who was now sitting up and looking have been going. I can tell that by your looks. Probably
the majority of the residents don't want things run
around jn a dazed sort of a way.
"Oh ! is that it?" retorted our hero, coolly. "Well, you straight, but that is no reason why the_y should not. Just

The best- thing to do was to, land a blow that would
give him enough of it.
"You haven't got enough yet, eh?" Wild said, as he
dodged another blow and retaliated by landing on the
left optic of his adversary. "Well, now I am going to
knock you down, and you will lie there for a minute or
two before you think 0£ getting up."
He feinted with his left and the ruse worked to perfection.
Spat.
With all his weight behind it, he landed a blow between
the Stinger's eyes and down he went like a log.
He did not make the least effort to get up, either,...,,and
then it was that a howl of astonishment went up from
the lookers-on.
"Gentlemen," said our hero, folding his arms and looking around him, "is there anyone else here who says I
have got to get out of Seven Spot? I can whip the man
who says so, and it don't make any difference which way
he wants to fight, either!"
"What's that?" exclaimed a voice from the rear of tHe
crowd, and then a newcomer put in appearance.
He was a neat looking man with a blonde beard, and
when the crowd saw him a shout went up.
"It's Gambler Dick!" someone said. "He'll take a
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say the word and I will undertake to straighten things
out here. Of course if I undertake it I will expect the cooperation of all those interested. What do you say?"
"Boys, what kin yer say ter that?" cried Dutton, taking
o:ff his hat. " I , fur one, am gain' ter break loose.
Hooray!"
Then the rest joined in, to a man, and the shout that
went up must have been heard all through the little town.
"Ther outlaws an' bad varmints around these diggin'~
will try ter clean us out putty quick now, I s'pose," spoke
up Lige Booster. "But I'm ready ter fight, if I wasn't
before. I've believed that ther easiest way was ther best
0
ter git. along in this town. But whGn I sees a young feller
an' his two pards come here an''whip ther duff out o.f sich
galoots as Gil Griddle, ther Stinger an' Gambler Dick,
why then I say is ther time fur us ter · make a break an'
-- tlhtfe' off the shackles what has been keepin' Seven Spot
far }fl ther rear. I'm ready ter fight till ter last drop of
blood leaves my body, boys!"
This spirited little speech caused the men to cheer
again.

I

They had given in to every obj ection he had made previous, but now they were obstinate.
"All right, boys," he said ; "if Arietta is willing she
shall be the judge of Seven Spot until this business i.,
settled."

CH APTER VIL
THE Ll.W AND ORDER LEAGUE OF SEVEN SPOT.

Wild and Charlie did not wait until the miners who
were working came to their noonday meal.
They knew that the agitation had begun and that t hose
who had formed the vigilance committee would work for
all they were worth.
They started back fo r the shanty that had been turne
over to thetn by Dutton, and as they walked along our hero
turned to his companion and observed:
"Well, what do you think about the proposition to make
Arietta a juc1ge, Charlie?"

"Just organize yourselves into a vigilance committe~
"I think it a good one," was the quick reply.
and elect a judge," said Wild, for he now felt certain
The dashing young deadshot looked at him in surprise.
that it would not be long before the outlaws would be
"I am a little surprisea to hear you say that," he said.
brought to their senses.
"Well, maybe you are, Wild. But I'm sayin' that
They did as he told the'm, as far as they could, right 'cause I know you believe in givin' a man a square db l,
then and there.
no matter how bad he is. If it was left tcr me ter judge
They wanted him for the chairman, but he declined to them Oregon Outlaws, I would say hang everyone of
- llct- ancl it fell upon Dutton who was the best educated 'em. I wouldn't stop tcr look fur evidence, 'cause I know
'
that they meant ter clean us out, an' that means that
one of th e 1ot .
I
In half an hour twenty-three had enlisted in the move- they've cleaned others out afore. Arietta wouldn't senment.
·I tc~ce no man ter be hung, without she knowed he'd been
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ga 1oo s as 1s run~m around loose m this section,
!hen nearly all of them shouted the name of Young but I know you do, so that's why I say that Arietta would
Wild West.
be all right as a judge."
But our hero quickly made them understand th_at he
"Well , we'll see what she says about it, Charlie. If
~ould not do, as he expected to be one of the leaders m the she takes a notion to be a judge, all r ight."
fight for good government.
! When they got to the shanty they found J im Dart and
Charlie and Jim were both suggested, but Wild assured . the girls busy watching a game of dominoes that was being
th~, men that they would n?t do, either.,, .
.
i played by the two Chinamen.
Well, we want an outsider, anyhow, said Lige Boo- I Hop was cheating his brother right and left and, of
ster, "so I'm gain' ter sugg.e st a name. She's only a gal, course, was bound to win the game.
boys, but if you'd seen her with her rifle, ready fur busiThat was Hop's way.
ness, this mornin', like I did, you'd say she'd make
Ile could not do a thing square if he tried.
ther kind of a jeclge we want. I refers ter ther young gal
He could cheat at cards in such a slick way that the
in Young Wild West's party, which in named Arietta."
best of professional gamblers could not catch him at it.
The miners were ready fo accept anyone who was . sugBut what he was doing now in th e game of dominoes
gested to fill the ·office of judge for the committee, so with was such cheating as to make the lookers-on smile.
one accord they let out a shout of approval.
He was playing sixes to deuces, fonrs to aces and blanks
Wild t ried to p:rsuade them that it woul~ not do _for Ii.o five:, but innocent _Win~ Wah did not 1:otice it.
a girl to act as a Judge, but they would not listen to him. , "Qmte a game," said Wild, as he came m.
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"Yes," answered .Arietta, "anything to make a little
amusement for.,.us. I have an idea that it is going to be
rather dull in this town for us. There is a bad gang here,
who don't want us, and then the Oregon Outlaws might
come along and force us to remain in the shanty, for fear
of getting shot. If such a thing does happen Hop Wah
will have to study up all the magic tricks he ever knew
to eptertain us."
"I guess things won't be so dull as all that," Wild answered, with a laugh. ".Arietta, you have been appointed
a judge for the town of Seven Spot by the vigilance committee that was organized a little while ago. You are to
p"ass judgment upon all who are brought before you by
the committee and the sentence you give them will be
·arried o.u t to the very letter. How would you like to be
e judge to sit or:. the bench at Seven Spot?"
The girl looked at him in surprise.
She noticed the twinkle in his e:res, but felt that he was
in earnest, for all that.
"Me be a judge, Wi1d !" she exclaimed. "Why, what
nonsense!"
"It ain't no n·onsense, at all, .Arietta," spoke up the
scout. "Ther Vigilantes had hard work ter pick out 1.
judge, an' it was not till ycur name was mentioned that
they decided on one. It was ther man called Lige Booster
wlrat nominated yer fur ther position, an' yer was elected
without no opposition."
"Just think of that ! .Arietta as ·a Judge !" cried Anna,
and then she bowed with mock politeness to the fair sweetheart of Young Wild West.
This caused all hands to laugh.
Wild then told them ju~t what had been said and done
down in ·the village and when he had finished Jim and
Anna. decided that Arietta should accept the honor that
had been bestowed upon her, by all means.
Eloise was not so sure but that it might be a dangerous
position for the girl to take, so she refused to give any
advice on the subject.
When Arietta had thought for a minute or two she
looked at Wild and said:
"If you think I could administer justice to those
brought before me, Wild, I will take the position."
"I guess if you couldn't act square with the scoundrels,
no one could," was the retort. "I'll tell the men that
you have decided to be the judge for Seven Spot as long
as we stop here."
"All right, then. Now I will have to study up the
points of law that I have heard."
"It isn't necessary for anything like that," spoke up
Anna. "All you need do is listen to the charge made
against the prisoner brought before you and hear what
he has t~ say in defense. Then you simply pass judgment
on him, and if you think him guilty, sentence him. It
will be easy enough, I think."
"Oh, I guess I could manage it somehow," Arietta
answered.
"Well, I will tell them at noon that it is all right,"
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said Wild. "I suppose this would be as good a place as
any to hold court."
"Yes, I want to be right here where the rest of you are,"
Arietta answered.
"Wing," our hero remarked, looking at the cook, "just
get the dinner ready half an hour earlier to-day, will you.
I want to be down around the saloons when the miners are
coming to and from their dinner. I want to learn what
they think about the vigilance committee and their
'judge.'"
"Allee light, Misler Wild," wiis the reply.
Our friends took things easy until the dinner was re~dy.
Just before they were called to it by the cook Wild looked over to the shanty Dutton occupied, which was less
than a hundred yards distant, and saw quite a crowd gath.·
ering there.
He saw that they were the members of the' vi( .,., .,'cc ·
.,,
committee, and he gave a nod o.f approval.
They went in and had dinner, and then Wild, Jim anrl
Charlie went over to Dutton's.
By this time there were thirty miners there, and more
were to be seen heading that way.
"Ther thing is started in earnest, Young Wild West,"
said Lige Booster, as he came to meet them. "Ther men
is all settled on makin' a fight fur a good clean town. It
is reported. that a gang what calls themselves ther Oregon
Outlaws, an' is proud ter be called thet, has come in town,
an' that they're goin' ter take ther sides of ther bad.
gang an' clean things out. I reckon there's tough timesahead."
"Well, it won't last very long, Lige," retorted Wild in
his cool and easy way. "You just keep cool, and if there's
any shooting to be done be careful that you've got your
·
man covered before you pull a trigger."
Dutton and the rest of the vigilantes gathered around
them now.
"Young Wild West," said the former, "has Miss .Arietta accepted the position of judge?"
"Yes," was the reply, "after th1nking it over she bas
decided to accept, since it ias unanimously offered to her.
I will guarantee that she· will do business in a fair and
square way, too. She ma.y not altogether suit you people I
in giving out sentences, for she don't believe in hang\ng
a man unless he is a real murderer, and she knows it."
"Well, whatever 'she does will be accepted by the boys,
an' I know it. They're all satisfied to have the girl for a
judge, and you can bet all you're worth that she will be
respected by them."
It was twelve o'clock now, and as the word had been
passed among the honest men who had been at work when
the committee had been organized, they were turning out
in full force.
It bad simply needed a spark to set them going.

:

They had been lacking in a leader, and nc,w they kne~
they had one in Young Wild West.
Though the majority of them had never heard of our
hero until he came to Seven Spot, they had been told o!
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how he had tamed Gil Griddle and the others, and that
Wild knew there would likely be trouble if he did 'this,
was enough to make them believe in him.
but he thought the sooner the real trouble began the quickGriddle had long been feared by them, for he was what er it would be over with.
was called a bad, dangerous man.
Both he and Charlie ran the risk of getting shot, but
The men kept on coming and in a few minutes fifty they were willing to take it.
had gathered in front of Dutton's shanty.
They ,both were quite certain that they were feared by
"I guess here is enough to whip all the outlaws who the majority of the villains, and that gave them the idea
ever came into Seven Spot;" our hero exclaimed. "Now, that they would not be apt to be shot at in apy sort of
then, I think it proper that you all go before the judge fashion.
and be sworn in."
The vigilantes were formed into fours and then they
There was a cheer at this and a few minutes later they marched down into the heart of the town with the two
all marched over to the !:lhauty where the fa~r judge sat.
who had been chosen to put up the proclamation.
Wild brought Arietta out and introduced her.
All the men were armed.
Then he told her to ask them to hold up their right
A few had rifles, and they were ready to use them, too.
1
hands and agree to abide by the judgment she rendered
The saloon the bad element had chosen for a hcatl·
::;,,-...v9on any case that might be brought before l:jer.
quarters was nearly opposite the supply store, and before
'Genl.lemen of Seven Spot," she said in a voice that had it were gathered thirty 01· forty men.
not the least quiver ·in it, "you have selected me to act
How many there were inside our friends did not know.
as a judge, and I have accepted. But I want it thorough-\ Wild and Charlie were looking out for the Oregon Outly understood that under no circumstances will I change laws, whom they had heard were there to help in the,
a decision after it is once given. If you will kindly hold fight.
up yaur right hands and. agree to bear me out in this, and
They both felt they would be able to recognize some of
also to act upon any orders that I may give, I will swear them, for neither of them ever forgot a face.
you in as members of the Law and Order League of Seven
'l'he Law and Order League came to a halt near the
Spot."
store, and then Wild and Charlie stepped upon the little
"Three cheers fur ther jedgc !" shouted Lige Booster, stoop and proceeded to talk among themselves.
waving his l1at and jumping up and down like a delighted
After the two left the stoop and walked back to ~he
schoolboy.
;
crowd a rough looking fellow started across the street to
- · Such a cheer went up as had never been heard in Seven have a look at the placard.
Spot before.
It was Wock, one of the Oregon Outlaws.
'I'he bad gang, which had selected one of the saloons
Wild and Charlie instantly recognized him as one of
for a temporary J1eadquarters, 9-eard it, and it must have the gang, and they got ready for business.
made them do some thinking.
The Oregon Outlaw stepped up and read the words of
When order was restored Arietta swore them in, acifag the proclamation aloud, so those across the street might
upon the authority they had invested in her.
hear it.
Then they came up in single file and shook hands as
When he had concluded a yell went up :from the vilthey went past, and then Arietta felt that she was a full- lains.
fledged judge.
·'Tear it down, Wock !" called out a voice, which om
By a vote it was decided that no iurther work should friends recognized as belonging to Doc Dean, though they
be done until the town was purified, and as the men were did not see him in the crowd.
5, ow thoroughly worked up, it was certain that the bad
'l'he man obeyed instantly and the paper was torn into
b'<-».g and the outlaws who proposed to assist them, had fragments and scattered to the wind.
the fl.cr!1t 0£ their life on their hands.
,
"Hold up your lu~nds, Mr. Oregon Outlaw!" cried
Arietta tolcl Dutton that as he was the chairman of the Young Wild West in a rin~ing voice. "You are un1lr~
committee, he had better write out a proclamation and arrest!"
post it where it could be seen and read by anybody in· the
town.
This was done.
The proclamation was not a very lengthy one and was
CHAPTER VIII.
simply to the effect that the honest citizens of Seven
Spot had decided that things were going to be run
ARIETTA AS A JUDGE.
straight there in the future, and that those who did
not approve or this had better leave town at once.
The words were scarcely out of the mouth of Young
Both- Dutton ancl Arietta signed this in their official Wild West when revolvers flashed in the hands of sevcapacity, and then Young Wild West and Cheyenne eral of the men who stood in front of the saloon.
Charlie agreed to take it clown and tack it to the front ' This was the ·cue for the honest element to show their
of the supply store.
weapons.
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More villains came surging from the saloon, and for
the space of a minute it seemed that a fight could not be
avoided.
But the rascally gang thought better of it, or rather
the leaders did.
The fellow called Wack still stood on the stoop of the
supply store, and he had his hands above his head.
He knew better than to try to get away when he saw
the rifle in the hands of the dashing young deadshot was
leveled straight at him.
"You are under arrest!" repeated Wild with emphasis.
"Come here and give yourself up, or I will come and take
you!"
Wack looked for help from his friends, but it did not
come.
Then he did what any sensible man would have done
--he steppep. down and walked over to the band of
vigilantes.
"We'll take him before the judge, boys!" cried Dutton,
who was now one of the most aggressive of the Law and
·
Order League.
The men took up the cry and the Oregon Outlaw was
marched up the hill in double-quick time.
"What am I arrested fur?" the prisoner asked, looking at our hero with a very startled pair of eyes, and a
·
face that was white as a sheet.
c;For tearing down the proclamation," was the calm rejoinder.
A sigh of relief came from his lips.
EvidElntly he thought it was because he was one of the
outlaw gang that had tried so hard to rob our friends.
"You are one of the Oregon Outraws, are you not?"
our hero asked, as they neared the shanty where Arietta
:was to sit as judge.
The villain's face fell.
He made no reply.
"Come 1 Speak up!" insisted Wild.
"I s'pose you know what I am," was the faint" rejoinder.
"Yes,~ know. So there's no need of you lying."
"I didn't do nothin' ter you or your friends."
"I know you didn't, but that was because you did not
have the chance. But never mind. You are not going
to be tried :for that now; the judge will pass sentence on
you for tearing the proclamation into pieces."
A_gain Wock looked relieved.
Arietta. opened the door of the shanty as the crowd
came up.
"Bring the prisoner inside," she said, calmly.
Wock looked at her in amazement.
He saw that the girl had a revolver in her hand and he
wondered what was going to happen.
But one look at her beautiful face convinced him that
she was not ,going to shoot him.
Charlie and Jim pushed their way inside, as did Dutton
and Lige Booster.
Then came Wild and the two who were leading the
prisoner.
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'l'he rest crowded around the open door and looked in
at the windows.
Hop and Wing, the Chinamen, were interested spectators.
Arietta took a seat at the table ~nd listened to the
charge against the man.
He did not hesitate to plead guilty.
"Bring the prisoner forward," said Arietta.
The Oregon Outlaw was promptly forced up to the
·
table.
"The sentence of the court is that you have got just
twenty minutes to leave the camp!" came from the lips of
.
'the fair "judge."
from the men outside, and
up
went
A shout of approval
said: '
and
·
ock
W
to
turned
then Dutton
so you'd. better mak;l
sentence,
"You've heard ther
;· - -- /
tracks." .
free,
himself
The villain said not a word, but finding
he hurriedly stepped out of the shanty and made for the
'
saloon.
He had been given twenty minutes to leave Seven Spot,
•
but the man had no intention of doing it.
"I'll leave when ther rest of ther gang does," he mut.
tered, as he walked down the hill.
As he came in sight of the gang in front of the saloon
•
a shout went up.
Wack waved bis hat in triumph.
Doc Dean, who still wore the false beard, stepped out
to meet him. "What did they do to you?" he asked. "We were just
thinking of coming up there and making a fight for you."
"Well, I was taken before ther jedge. It was charged
that I tore ther placard from ther side of ther store an'
I admitted it. Then ther gal told me that my sentence
out of ther
was that I had just twenty minutes ter git
1
town. I lit out, an' here I am."
"Ha, ha, ha !"
Doc Dean laughed heartily.
"So .that waa your sentence, eh?" he observed. "Well,
that is the best I've heard in a good while. And they've
got a girl for a judge, have they? Well, I am glad of tha+too. The first thing the girl will be missing from. S~ , n ...
Spot, and then they wo1,1.'t have any judge. Ha, ha~!"
Wack quickly explained what had happened. ' to him
to the rest of the men gathered there.
Those who did not belong to tbe outlaw gang seemecl
to think that the best thing he could do would be to leave,
'
as he had been told.
to
beginning
were
element
bad
the
that
was
fact
The
town,
the
in
show
a
of
much
stand
not
did
they
that
think.
since they had seen so many of the miners take the side
of Young Wild West.
The proclamation had really made quite an impression
on them.
"If it was me I'd go," said the Stinger, as he went inside and stood at the bar.
"I reckon you had jest enough experience with Young
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Wild West ter know what he is," answered the barkeeper,
"No I ain't no fool, Gambler Dick," retorted tpe
as he grinned at the swollen face of the defeated :fighter. Stinger, stepping up to him. "My eyes ain't in ther best
"That's right," admitted the Stinger. "I ain't ashamed condition ter see, but I ain't afraid of you, even if you
ter say it, either. But ye kin gamble on it that if I could- have got ten good :fighters behind you. I can't whip Young
n't whip Young Wild West, tpere's no one in this blamed Wild West, but · I kin whip you in a :fight with :fists!"
town kin!"
"Start right in, then!"
The saloon man did not offer to contradict this stateAs Doc Dean said this he jerked a revolver from his
ment.
belt and covered the man.
"And he made Gil Griddle look about as sick as . any
Whack !
tenderfoot what ever struck ther West," went on the
If he hacl not been very much angered just then it is
Stinger. "Who'd have thought anyone would have done hardly likely that the Stinger would have dared to try
that ter him?"
and knock the shooter from the villain's hand, but he
"An' who'd have thought that Gambler Dick was goin' did try it, and he succeeded, too.
ter be fetched down, like he was?" added the saloon keep'I'he revolver struck the floor clear across the room.
er. "Stinger, I know that what you say is ther truth, but
Spa.t !
yer do look awful comical like with that battered face of
The Stinger's :fist hit the Oregon Outlaw squarely beyourn !"
tween the eyes and down he went in a heap.
'
Doc Dean came in just then.
''I kin lick all ther Gambler Dicks a prairie schooner
His face wore a look of confidence.
would hold!" the young miner cried.
"This man, whose name is Wock, is a friend of mine,"
Crack!
he remarked, pointing to the late prisoner. "He is not
A pistol shot sounded from the door al!d a bullet cut
going to leave the camp, as the girl judge told him to do. a lock of hair from his head.
He is going to stay right here."
One of the outlaws had :fired the shot, and he came rush" An' git !l dose of hot lead fur doin' so," added the ing inside, the smoking weapon raised to :fire again.
Stinger.
Crack l
"Do you think that way?" and the Oregon Outlaw
But the Stinger had dropped in time to save himself.
looked at him angrily.
The lesson our hero had taught him seemed to make
"Yes, I think that way, an' I think I've got good reasons a different man of him, even in his way of :fighting.
- ~ think that way, too."
He lunged forward and knocked the revolver from the
"Why I can pick out ten men from the crowd around outlaw's hand as neatly and quickly as anyone could have
here and go up there and clean that gang out I"
•
done it.
"No, yer can't, Gambler Dick ! What's ther use of
But the villain meant him, and he quickly pulled a
talkin' like that?
I'll bet my claim ag'in a thousand ·knife he always carried.
dollars that yer can't pick out ten men that will lick
The Stinger stepped back and did the same.
Young Wild West an' his two •pards !"
Clash-clash!
"You seem to think that because Young Wild West
The blades came together with a ring, while those in
thrashed you within an inch of your life that he could do the saloon formed a circle.
the same to me?" retorted the outlaw, hotly.
Doc Dean had been knocked senseless by the blow he
"I reckon he made yer drop yer feathers putty quick, had \eceive·d and had failed to come to yet.
didn't he ?"
Two of his followers dragged him to the room in the
"He wouldn't have got the best of me if that tall, lanky rear and worked away in their efforts to revive him.
,at~er of his hadn't grabbed my hand when he did."
But to the :fight!
"'Y'<;!u was goin' ter put a bullet in ther boy without
The Stinger was plainly the best man in that line of
givin' him. a show, wasn't yer ?"
business, and he was not long in proving it.
"Certainly I was. Wouldn't you have done the same
He gave the outlaw his death wound in short order, for
thing if you had the chance?"
he was really a man who thought it would be foolish to
"No! I ain't built exactly that way. Y 01:1ng Wild sparG, the fellow's life.
West showed me that I had no business with ·him, an'
That is the way of it at the mines.
that settled it! If yer want ter know ther truth about it,
If he had spared the life of the Oregon Outlaw his
I think a whole lot of that young feller, jest because he own would have been taken the :first time the villain got
give me ther worst thrashin' I ever had in my life. I the opporturuity to :fire a sly shot at him.
didn~ know that I could be whipped in a fist fight like
By killing him he made the others have, a feeling of
that! I've been doin' some mighty tall thin kin' ever both fear and respect for him.
since, an' I've come ter ther decision that I've learn- I Some of them had already drawn their revolvers, for
ed somethin' an' that I oughter be much obliged ter ! they noticed the threatening attitude of the outlaws.
ther one what learned me."
But it did not come to a :fight.
'
"You're a fool!" hissed the outlaw.
I Doc Dean's men realized that they could gain nothing
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by getting in a row with the miners, for they were known I 'rhen he stepped to the edge of the trees and looked
to be outlaws by them, and should the miners take a ; clown into the level below.
It was at that moment that he saw ten men leave the
change and go over to the side of Young Wild West they
would be in a bad fix .
saloon and head for the pass.
As they were on foot, he knew that they could not be
The thing was soon smoothed over and 'the body of the
outlaw removed by his friends .
going very far.
By this · time Doc Dean had recovered, and when he
The instant he saw them he recognized them as being
came out in the bar room he came without the blonde the fellow called Gambler Dick and the Oregon Outlaws.
beard, for it had been removed by his friends while they
The villain wb'o had been sentenced to leave the camp
was with them, and it occurred to our hero that he might
bathed his face to restore him to consciousness.
Wack had told him just how things stood, and the cap- be. going to leave now, and that the others were going
tain knew that it would not do for him to look for re- a short distance with him to see him off.
venge upon the Stinger just then.
But'it was hardly likely that he would be going ·on foot,
He was pretty badly muddled as he came out, but he so that made him think that they were heading for the
l,ncw whaf was going on, for all that.
•
camp that the outlaws must have somewhere close by.
"Everybody come up and have a drink!"· he exclaimed,
Wild started in the same direction they were followiug.,..,.
liringing his hand lieavily upon the bar. "You are going only he kept himself concealed by the trees.
to . drink with Gambler Dick and Doc Dean, the eaptain
A couple of minutes later he saw a shanty that was
of the Oregon Outlaws, both at the same time, for they built upon the top of a big rock.
nrc one and the same person!"
It was no other than the one occupied by Handy, the
SeYeral of the miners did not know this.
trapper, who lived over the outlaws' retreat
'11 0 Wild it looked just as though the rudely constructed
Consequently they were very much puzzled.
But when his false beard was handed him, an<l he put Luilding was erected 'right upon the top of a solid rock.
it on again, they understood.
Of course it never occured to him just then that there
Wock proposed three cheers for the captain, but only was anything wrong about the shanty.
lwo or three of the miners joined the outlaws in giving
"If they all go in that little place I guess they will
the cheer.
have to stand up, for it won't hold as many as ten stools
or chairs, by the looks of it," he muttered.
He moved along quickly, but noiselessly, and was "~tl
f
in a clump of bushes less than fifty yards from the little
CHAPTER IX.
8hanty.
ild had sc~rcely got there when Gambler Dick came
WILD FALLS lNTO ;.fB.b' OUTLA ws' DEN.
up to the door of the shanty, followed by the nme
villains.
The door wa r; opened jbst then by Handy, and then,
Young Wild West knew pretty 1rell that the prisoner
much to the surprise of the boy, the men went in one
would not do as he had been told by Arietta.
But he meant to ,;ee to it that he either went or wati at a time until all were there.
urought before the judge again.
,
Then the ·door was closed.
'' l think I'll go and find out what the fellow is up to,"
"That is what l call pretty good l" he exclaimed under
he said; when the twenty minutes was up, and they did not his breath. "So this is where the Oregon Outlaws arc
~ee him come out of the saloon. "I remember the fellow. stopping, is it? Well, I am anxious t.o see what they the
He is the one I heard come back and report to Doc Dean domg in that little place. I guess I could managertola:,;t night that he had spied on our camp. Wack was the reach that window in the end of the building. By dove l
,
name the captain of the outlawi; called him. Now I will l am going to try it, anyhow. I£ they discover nie they ·
go and do a little spying, for 1 am anxious to know just will wish they had not, probably."
He took anotl~er look at the front of the building to
what the villains are up to."
There was a grove of tall cedars that eAiended from make sure that the men were not coming out right away,
the rear of the shanty all the way to the little pa_ss they and then he started to make his way around to a point
where he would be able to approach the window without
had come through when they entered the town.
Wild figure~ that if he got among the trees and worked being seen by those insid~ .
. his way ·along for a couple of hundred ·:yards he would
This was easy enough to do, i:;ince he soon found that
have a much better view of what was going on down in there was no window in the, rear.
the thicker :,;ettled part.
When Young Wild West started to do a thing of this
Leaving the rest at the .·hant,v, he made his way back kind he always kept right on till it was done.
among the cedars and proceeded along until he g9t to
ln less than three minutes from the time he made the
th!;! point he had picked out as the one to make his ob- resolution to go to the window he was right there.
serva-tions· from.
l He knew it would be dangerous for him to raise his
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head and take a look inside, but he had to take the risk
now, or else it would be for naught that he had come
there.
After listening for a moment, and hearing nothing more
than someone moving about the interior of the shanty,
he raised his head and looked through the cracked and
dirty window pane.
,
He only took one quick glance and then lowered his head
again.

1
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dars he had just emerged from when a startling thing
happened.
Something turned under his foot and the next instant
the leafy bed parted under him and he shot downward !
The agile boy landed on his feet ten feet below, and aa
he recovered his balance, found himself right into the
midst of the outJaws he had seen enter the hut.
As quick as he was at pulling a shooter, he was seized
by two men before he even made a move to do it.
This was probably owing to the £act that the surprise at
dropping through upon them was great enough to stop him
from acting in his usual form.
With his arms caught and held firmly, Young Wild West
could do nothing.
Others came to the assistance of the two who had
caught him, and then he was quickly bound.
"Well," said a familiar voice and then Doc Dean stepped up and gave the helpless boy a kick. "So you thought
you would not wait for us to come to you, and you came
to us, eh? That is very obliging of you, Young Wild West,
I must say."
"Well, I didn't intend to drop among you the way I
did," coolly Wild answered.
It was evident that the Oregon Outlaws did not expect
to hear anything like this.
They looked at each other wonderingly.
Why it was that the boy could be so cool and unconcerned they did not know.
· One thing was certain. They felt that he must kn.m~
that they would never permit him to leave the place alive.
"You're the worst bluffer I ever met, Young Wild West,"
said Doc Dean, after a pause. "You may be as cool as
l
you make out you are, but I have my doubts about it.
1
Don't you know that you have got to die?"
"We have all got to come to that," retorted our hero,
realizing that the impression he had made was no mean
one.

But that one quick glance was sufficient to show him
that there was only one man in the shanty !
Young Wild West was a very puzzled boy just then.
He was satisfied that thfure could be but one room to
the little building.
And he had seen ten men go in, as the eleventh opened
tbe door for them.
U wa.; the eleventh. man who was inside now, but the
ten had vanished !
Wild took another look. '
Handy was w~rking away scraping a skin with a rag and
bit of glass.
To . all appearances he was a sort of hermit and one
who did not care to associate with his fellow men.
Wild had met hermit trappers in his travels and this
fellow re;ninded him of one of them.
t
It occurred to him that the villains had gone out of tlie
place about as fast as they had gone in.
He took another look and quickly satisfied himself
tb1t there was no other door in the building than the one
they had entered.
That being the case there was but one conclusion for
him to draw.
There must be a cellar beneath the shanty, and they
-had gone down into it.
This was quite easy for him to imagine, for there really
was no other way that they coU'ld have left the place:
The thatched roof was there in plain sight, so they
could not have gone up through that.
"Yes, but you have got to die pretty soon. Ha, ha, ha!
The more Wild thought about the thing the more anx- I£ this is not great luck for the Oregon Outlaws my· name
i,ous he became to solve the mystery.
isn't Doc Dean, alias Gambler Dick!"
,./ He took another lqok in the window.
Wild was not surprised tc hear him admit he was no
lllie hunter sat with his back toward him, scraping other then the villain who had been stopped from sho~ting
him by Cheyenne Charlie.
away Ni the skin and whistlip.g an old-fashioned tune.
Wild lowered his head and· then crept around to the rear
He was certain that Gambler Dick, as he was called in
of the shanty.
Seven Spot, was in ·some way connected with the outiaws
The sound of a waterfall came to his ears.
when he saw them
leaving the saloon.
There was nothing surprising in this, but something
"Say!" said Wack, stepping up and giving him a kick,
told him to go and have a look at the fall.
the same as the captain had done; "I didn't leave ther
There were plenty of bushes and cedars to conceal him, camp in twenty minutes, did I, Young Wild West?"
should any of the gang that had so strangely disappeared
'!You will wish you had before you are many hours
be looking that way.
qlder," was the retort.
But he proceeded with the utmost caution, not relying
Though it angered him , to be kicked while in the helpon the fact that he was not apt- to be seen, but thinking less condition Wild kept cool as an iceburg.
that he might be heard if he made a suspicious sound.
"That gal of yourn what you made a jedge of is great
Moving along slowly he suddenly felt that he was upon on givin' sentences ter prisoners, but one thing is ter give
something that was not the solid ground.
ther sentence an' another is ter 8ee that it is carried out.'1
He paused and made a move to step back into the ce"T.he next time you come before the judge you will
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have the · sentence carried out," retorted Wild. "That came· out a moment later he had a very spirited talk with
him, during which he made several motions to show how
is, if you live to be taken before her."
"Why, yer think I'm goin' ter die very soon, do yer ?" earnest he was.
The two miners with him nodded every now and then,
Wock laughed as though it was a great joke when
showing that they heartily agreed to what he was saying.
he asked the question.
The result was that a few minutes later Dutton and
"You are liable to, I think."
Booster came over with th1t three to the shanty and
Lige
men.
his
with
consultation
a
Doc Dean now had
for the judge to kindly step to the door.
asked
man
every
nearly
which
during
After quite a little talk,
did so, fully satisfied that the men had come to
Arietta
Young
that
of them expressed his opinion, it was decided
against the evil doers of the town.
movement
the
join
tied
stone
· Wild West should be put·to death by having a
in thinking this way, for taking
mistake
no
made
She
about his neck and then thrown into the deep pool at th~
battered young miner said :
and
bruised
the
off his hat,
foot of the falls.
yer that me an' these two
tell
ter
up
"Judge, I've come
Wild heard the decision without a change of expressgaloots has made up our minds that good is better than
ion.
But when he heard Doc Dean say a moment later that bad. Young Wild. West give me a good liekin' an' when
it would be better to wait until dark before the murder ' he done it he knocked some sense in my head. I'm 11
putty decent sort of a galoot, an' always was, but I:ve "gbt
was committed a thrill of joy shot through the boy.
my faults. I had an idea that I could lick about any gafor
wanted,
he
that
chance
the
him
giving
were
They
loot that come over ther trail, l!ut I found out I made a
before
was
he
where
find
would
partners
he felt that his
If you'll jest swear me in as a ~ember of ther
mistake.
that time.
gang what has been got up with Dutton as president, I'll
...
show yer that I kin be a good deal better friend than I
a foe."
kin
CHAPTER X.
"Very well," answered Arietta, "hold up your right
hand."
THE STINGER GOES WITH CHARLIE IN SEARCH OF WILD.
•
tr'he three obeyed promptly enough.
she
then
and
her
after
promise
the
They repeated
Arietta was rather anxious when Wild started off.
and
Law
the
of
members
"I hope he don't get into trouble s·ingle-handed wrth declared them to be full-fledged
· , Order .League.
the outlaws," she said.
"Thank you miss-jedge, I mean," said the Stinger
I!
trick
some
by
him
catch
don't
they
as
"Well, so long
we'll go back, an' if we don't send about all ther
"Now
Dart
Jim
not,"
or
does
he
it won't matter much whether
galoots in town ter jine afore night it'll be 'cause
decent
he
as
long
so
himself,
of
retorted. "Wild will take care
got no pull It's a blame sight better ter live honain't
I
can face them."
All hands were keeping a watcb on the part of the little ~st than it is ter play ther part of the rogue, when yer
ain't one. I never was a thief, or anything like that,
town that lay below them.
Soon after Wild's departure they saw the party of ten but i've been what yer might call a bad galoot, what
didn't care whether school kept or not."
leaving the saloon.
They went on back, and then it was not long before
They knew they were the Oregon Outlaws, for Charlie
the Stinger was seen coming baclr with a dozen men after
and Jim had no difficulty in recognizing them.
•
him.
seen
were
men
three
left
Five minutes after they
trouble
of
lot
awful
an
be
ter
goin'
ain't
there
reckon
"I
coming up the hill.
"Thunder-!" exclaimed the scout. "I reckon somethin's with ther bad men of Seven Spot, anyhow," obser, et.. "
goin' ter happen! Here comes that young feller what Cheyenne Charlie, shrugging his shoulders.
do jt
ter
way
best
ther
thinks
what
more
some
"Here's
ther
of
couple
a
Wild give sich a beatin' to, an' there's
the
out
called
straight,"
town
old
blamed
ther
run
ter
is
him.
with
galoots what was stickin' up fur him comin'
them.
to
close
up
got
he
before
Stinger,
1 wonder what they're after?"
"All right," answered Jim ; "I guess they're doing the
"I guess they have got enough of it, and that they have
made up ther minds to come and join the Law and Order right thing." The miners looked rather sheepish when
they came up, but Arietta spoke in such a oleasant manLeague," retorted Dart with a laugh.
"There may be a whole lot of truth in what you say, ner that they were completely won, and they began to
wonder why they went against YoUilg Wild West and his
Jim," spoke up Arietta.
The three men came on .up the hill, and when they got friends.
When they had all declared their intentions to stand
to the shanty of Dutton they stopped.
law and order, the men went back.
for
against
revolt
the
in
joined
had
who
miners
Some of the
reckon about ther only galoot what won't come is
"I
were
rest
the
and
there
were
gang
the outlaws and bad
an' ther reason he won't is 'cause he's
Griddle,
Gil
gathered at the neighboring shanties.
said the Stinger, as he was leaving.
ter,"
ashamed
Dutton
They saw the Stinger go to the door, and when
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"Well, he's a harmless galoot, anyhow," answered the
"Where's ther shanty of ther trap:per ?" the scout
scout. "If he don ·t come around ter our way of thin kin' queried.
it won't make much difference, anyhow."
"Do you want to go there?"
About half an hour later another batch' of the miners
" I don·t want ter go there exactly, but somewhere
came forward and declared for law ancl order.
around there. I'm lookin' fur Young Wild West."
Arietta felt that a great triumph had been scored.
''Why, where did Young Wild West go?"
As far as the real inhabitants o.£ the town were concernThe Stinger was very much interested.
ed, everything was all right.
Charlie thought the young man was all right, so he
The Oregon Outlaws were all they had to contend with told him all about it.
now.
And the Stinger was all right; too. There was nothing
·B.ut when Wild had been gone the girl began to feel o.£ the hypocrite style about him.
uneasy about him.
· The thrashing he had received had really made a man
So did Charlie and Jim.
of him, for it taught him, among other things, that an
The scout turned to Arietta a few minutes later and honest, straight man is more thought of than one who
observed:
is not.
~ "Yes, Charlie; that is a good idea. It might be that
"Let me go with yer," he said to Charlie. "I reckon
he'-b-!l~. got into trouble with the outlawR."
I know more about ther lay of ther land around here than
"ilfe hkee .go to um store," spoke up Hop Wah just you do. I wouldn't be a bit surprised if Young Wild
.... then; "me havee buy some sugec."
i1Ve:;t has got . in ther clutches of them Oregon Outlaws.
"I guess there ain't no one down there what will bother !He might have run right inter their camp afore he knowyer now," answered Charlie. "Yer kin go with me, an' I ed it. I happen ter know that they wanted ter down
I'll give it out that you're our Chinaman, so ther galoots Ihim awful bad, rn I hope he ain't got caught by 'em. I£
<lown there won't take a notion tcr shoot your pig-tail i he has it won't do much good ter find him, fur he'll be
off, or anythin'g like that."
!dead, most likely."
.
"I guess Hop thinks he neecfa a little stimulant," Jim
The scout shrugged his shoulders.
remarked with ).I. smile.
"Sartin you kin go," he said. "But I wouldn't believe
"Well, let him git a drink if he wants ter," rctorte<l the ithat Wild wa deacl, not until I seen his body with my own
scout. "I'm goin' ter liave one myself, an' then I'm goin' cyc3 an' made sure of it."
r----t:<>.>!...fi.ncl out where Wild is."
· The Stinger was anything but handsome.with his batJim wantecl to gire Hop the money to get the sugar tered face, but he did not seem to mind it much.
with, but the Celestial clee:lared that he had some money
He could see well enough to go anywhere, and he was
left from what Wild had given him.
really anxious to do a good turn for Young Wild West
So he set out with Cheyenne Charlie down the bill,
"Come on," he said, as he examined his· big sixand as he saw his brother getting furlher away from the shooter to· see if it was properly loaded. "I ~eckon that
sh_anty, Wing shook his head and said:
Young Wild West oughter found where them Oregon
"My hlother velly muchee telle lie; plenty sugee in Outlaws went long afore this. I ·don't know jest where
box; he wantee ]um, no sugee."
they are, but I'm sartin that they ain't fur from ther
All knew this was abo-..:tt tlie size of it, so there was ,shanty of Handy."
simply a smile at Wing's remark.
"Good enough!" exclaimed the scout. "We'd better
Charlie and Hop went on clown to the nearest saloon . git around there so we won't be seen by ther galoots as
and walked in.
we come."
~ere were but few there, for nearly all. the men haJ
"Ycs, we'll go up ther hill ter your shanty, an' then
gone t1>~work now.
strike inter ther ~edars. It's only a short walk from
:N'o one offered to interfere with either Charlie or the there ter ther shanty o:f ther trapper."
Chinamun, so they got a drink apiece, and then the scout \ Leaving the Chinaman in the store, Charlie went back,
told Hop to go and get his sugar.
up the hill with the Stinger.
"Alle light," was the reply, and he went over to theJim and the girls came out of the shanty as they apslore, leaving the scout talking to the Stinger, who came proached.
along just then.
They did not know what to make of it to see Charlie
"Where do yer think them galoots what calls them- coming back with the miner.
selves ther Oregon Outlaws went?" Charlie asked the
But they were quickly told what was up and then they
young miner.
·
looked serious.
"They ginnerally hang araund somewhere's near the
The Stinger looked so anxious that he set them to
shanty of Handy, ther trapper," was the reply. "Gambler worrying.
Dick always stops with ther old 'man, an' he's awful thick
"We'll :find ~im all right," Charlie assu ed them, for
with that gang, what's got as many as. half a dozen sher- 1nothing could make the scout feel that Wild was not
iffs after it, but can't catch 'em."
!an right, even if he had met the outlaws.
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His words cheered them, so w~en he set out Arietta It:1:bling fr~m. the· rocks above a:~~ ~~e~- ~~t~--;~oiling
called out:
pool something li~e twenty feet below them.
"If you don't find Wild by the time it begins to grow
Charlie loo}rnd down, holding fa st to a tree, so he
might lean over, as he did so.
dark I will have a try and see what I can do."
"Well, you have found him when he's been missin'
He saw a man getting a pail of water down there, and
:1fter me an' Jim has give it up," was the retort. "But as he returned to walk away with it he recognizezd him
I reckon we'll be back with him afore it gi ts dark. We've as Wock, the Oregon Outlaw who had been given twenty
got over an hour ter work in."
minutes to get out of the town.
The two searchers went off around the rear of the
building and were soon lost to view among the cedars.
As he knew just where he was going, the Stinger ~as ~
not long in getting in sight of the hut of Handy, the
CHAPTER XI.
lam ter
'" There's where Gambler Dick always hangs out when
HOP DOES A TRICK OR TWO.
hc'a in town," said the miner, nodding in the direction
uf t he little building, "an' as he an' Doc Dean is one an'
Hop Wah came out of the store as soon as Charl~ n"tl'- .._.
tiler same, it must be that his gang ain't fur away from the Stinger started up the hill.
.
here."
Hop hacl the sugar he had made the excuse to come for,
"So Gambler Dick an' Doc Dean is one' an' ther same, a.nd he meant to take it back to the shanty with him
hey?" Charlie asked.
when he got ready to go.
"Yes, I had a little trouble with him in ther Slasher
But he was not ready to go just yet.
saloon, an' after I put him ter sleep an' shot one of his
He felt in the humor to have a little more tanglefoot.
And if anyone wanted to play a little game ,ot draw
men, he come out with them blonde whiskers of his mis~in'
an' said as how he was Doc Dean."
poker he was ready for that.
"Well I was sartin that he was one of ther Oregon
The Chinaman looked up and down the narrow, crookOutlaws. But I didn't hardly think that lrn was ther same ed street that ran through the center of the camp, which
galoot what called himself Doc Dean. If you licked him the inhabitants insisted on calling a town, and selected
an' shot one of bis men ther chances is that he would like the saloon that the bad elei;nent had chose!) as a h~
ter git hold "of yer."
Iquarters as the place to stop in this time.
"Yes, I sorter reckon that he would. But I ain't goin'
He walked over to it and entered with a bland smile on
ter let him, not if I kin help it."
his face and the three pound package of brown suga1·
As neither of them wished their presence known in the under his left arm.
vicinity, they proceeded with a great deal of caution.
"Howee do, evelybody ?" he said, pleasantly to the
The Stinger was a little clumsy in his movements, three or four men in the saloon.
One of them was Gil Griddle, and when he saw Hop
but the scout held him down pretty well.
They craw1'ed around to the rear of the house the fiJ:st he looked anxiously at the door, as though he expected
thing.
to see Young Wild West and his partners enter.
It was quite natural for them to do this, since they
The blustering bad man bad had quite enough of
found that there was no window in that part of it.
them, and he did not mean to get into any more rows
"Tb-ere's a waterfall here, hey?" said the scout in a with ihem,
--vhisper.
But they did not come in, so when Hop smilingly'iir- .._
"Yes, I eckon so;'' was the retort, "I ain't never been vite<l the boys to step up and have a drink witli'nim he
dose to it, though."
got up and moved to the bar with the rest.
"You're what I calls a putty decent Chinee," observed
· "I thought you knowed all about this part of ther country. Why, I reckon that a waterfall is jest ther place the man who ran the saloon. · "It ain't many heathens
where a camp ,would likely be, 'cause ther noise of ther what has got sense enough ter ask decent folks ter drink
fallin' water would drown any noise that was made, with him."
-providin' that a gang didn't want it ter be known that
"Me alle samee likee Melican man; me bully boy with
go•
an'
look
at
the
waterfall,
fur
um
glas!!ee eye," answered Hop, smilir1g sweetly.
they were there. We'll
it's putty sartin that -Chere ain't no ten outlaws in that
There were just four ,there, including · the proprietor,
little shanty."
and they drank with 'him and wished him good health.
'I'he Stinger nodded.
The celestial paid the bill, placing hi,.<; sugar on the
"I'll leav(i°:it ter you," he said . . "You kl}Ow what you're counter as he went into his pocket for the money.
doin'."
f
"What have yer got .in ther paper?" Gil Griddle asked
l'hey moved cautiously through the cedars and under- in a friendly way.
·
growth and soon reached the side of the ·falls that came
"Me gotte . sugee," was the reply.
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"Fur your people up at ther shanty, I r~ckon ?"
that had been substituted for the sugar, since the bags
" Yes, 1.fj ssy Aiietta, allee samee Judge, send me after were exactly the same.
um sugee."
The coat or gown that an ordinary Chinaman wears is
The saloon keeper 's eyes twinkled as he looked at the a rather peculiar garmen.t, as anyone will admit.
package.
Hop's had so many pockets in it that he could put his
hand
under it anywhere and bring out something.
H op had pushed if to one end of the bar and was
He
had a pocket large enough tci hold the three-pound
now paying no attention to it.
bag.
It occurred to the man that since the better element had
He dropped it into it and then started for the saloon.
triumphed in Seven Spot, with the exception of cleanWhen he got back he noticed that the inmates were
ing out the outlaws, it would not be out of the way to play
a joke on the Chinaman and the "judge" who had sent him doing some grinning, but hE did not ask what the trouble
was.
after the sugar.
What he wanted to do now was to put the package he
Leaving Hop talking to Griddle, he beckoned to one
bad
on the counter in place of the one that was now
of the other men and sent him over to the i::tore with
there.
-;s.tructions to get some salt to about the same amount
When he did this he would stop the grin that was on
as k e was si1gar in the package.
the
faces of each man in a hurry.
"I'll change it on ther heathen, an' then there'll be
He
proposed to make th(lm turn white, as it were.
~ome fun up at Young Wild Wes~'s shanty when they go
Walking
over to the partition at the rear of the room,
ter sweeten their coffee," he whispered.
he
made
a
mark on it.
But though h e said this in a whisper, the sharp ears of
"Me
showee
lillee tlick," h~ said. "You watchee mark
the Celestial heard the words.
and me makee flower comee out of wall."
But never once did Hop let on that he did.
They all put their eyes on the mark and then Hop
That was not his way.
stepped back and quietly changed the packages.
H e was a born joker, anyhow, and he did not mean
Then "he walked back to the wall and apparently pulled
that they should get •the best of him in the saloon.
a paper flower from it.
H e started •in to tell Griddle a st ory about his uncle,
As he had the flower up bis sleeve at the time it waa
who was a great mandarin in China, and he kept the
·easy enough for bim to do it.
~ going un_til the man came back and the packages
But it was•mystifying to the men, just the same.
were changed.
"That's what I calls blamed good!" declared the proBut never once did he appear to look toward the part
prietor. "Kin yer do any more tricks?"
of the counter he had placed his sugar on.
Hop remained thoughtful for a moment.
The saloon man felt so much tickled over the trick he
"Me putty goodee magic in China," he said, slowly.
had played that he treated all hands.
"Me makee sugee turn into snow, allee samee wind blowee
Hop swallowed his tanglefoot and smacked his lips.
likee evelyt'ing !" •
Then he 'looked at the package on the counter and said:, "Yer kin make sugar turn inter snow yer say?" re"Lat be alle light; me wantee go back ' to store; me peated Gil Griddle.
'
forgittee matches."
.
"Ye~," and without anything further, he hastened to
"Sartin it will be all right," was the reply.
get the package from the bar and placed it on the floor
Hop went over and bought just about enough fl.our in the center of the room.
to._:;<J~ke a package the size of the th:ee. pounds of sugar.
The sal9~n keeper could not help l.aughing, ~nd when_
As 1h0 stor ekeeper was about to tie 1t up he took the he started m the other three caught 1t from him.
Nop looked at them innocently, but did not ask what
bag from him and asked for the string.
" Me tie lup," he said. "Me wantee puttee m some- caused their mirth.
t 'ing."
"Me makee bigee snow-·s torm; allee comee oncee !"
"All right," was the reply, and the man took the bill he exclaimed, nodding and looking serious. "Um sugee
he offer ed him and proceeded to make the change.
turnee to snow."
While he was doing this Hop slyly pushed a big fire"Go ahead!" cried the proprietor, holding his hand
cracker down in the flour and then .carefully tied up the over his mouth to check his laughter. "Let's see wha.t
package, leaving the st em protruding right where the you're goin' ter do."
.ln10t in the string was made.
"Me ligbtee pieee of cord, and then when sugee bu~,
There was. nothing strange about the Chinaman having sugee turn to bigee snow-storm; so be."
·
Quickly striking a match, he applied it to the protruda firecracker in his possession, for he always carried such
things.
ing stem of the firecracker.
He was a sleight-of-band performer, and such tbings
"You watchee putty close, or you no see," he cautioncame in handy to do his tricks sometimes.
ed, and then as they leaned over the package he quietly
The package of fl.our would be easily taken for the one slipped into the back room.
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But he deciclid not fo, for he went and got a stool and
Bang!
Then came a series of frightened cries, and aP Hop look- sat down near him.
"Got any money?" be aEkecl, suddenly.
ed into the room it was so full of flying flour that he
"1\fe
gottee lillee," Hop answHed.
could ~10t see the four men, at all.
"Give
it ter me, then!"
"Lat putty goodee tlick," he called out, as he passed
"Wbattee
£or?"
out by the rear door of the saloon;
"me comee back
"Well,
anyone
what comes m my shanty has ter pay
by and by and lookee for um sugee."
fur ther privilege, see?"
It was several minutes bdore the £our men could see.
Hop shook his head.
The flour had got into their eyes, as well as their noses,
"11e no see," he retorted.
mc5uths, and ears. When they did get out into the open
"I reckon you're about as big a fool Chinee as I ever
air Hop Wah was nowhere to be seen.
seen!" declared the rascally hunter.
•
"I reckon thcr Chinee was too much fur yer," said
Hop · knew what he was after, and it struck him that
Gil Griddle to the proprietor.
it might be that he was not on the trail of his missing
"I shoulcl reckon so," was the reply. "Talkin' about
your magic! Why, that heathen galoot could make a boss.
He pulled out a hanclful of silver.
fortune at ther game!"
"Lat allec money me got~ee," he remarked in his
Hop went into the next saloon, and after buying himchildish way.
~clf a bottle of tanglefoot went on up the hill.
"Weli, give it ter me."
He was perfectly satisfied with his trip to the store.
"Mc no havee any money, len.
Bnt he knew be had salt instead of sugar, so it made
Hop shook his head and put the money back in hi~
no •Jifference.
pocket.
The Chinaman found Jim and the girls in a very anxThen he calmly pulled a black cigar from a pocket
ious frame of mind. ·
and struck a match.
Then he got serious himself and began to think of
Handy looked daggers at l;tim.
some way to help them out.
.
.
It was plain that the mah ~wantecl to rob him, but did
They were worried about Wild berng away, he k_new. not like to go at it too rnughly.
"Me havee go lookee for Uisler Wild," he exclaimed,·
R op go t tl10 cigar
·
·
· d th en l10 pu 11 ed' ..Q t
·
gomg
gooc1 an
under his breath. "Me .fir.dee, maybe."
a firecracker, taking care lo keep it concealed un der hi $
So a few minutes later he left the shanty, following the fiowjng sleeve.
direction he had seen Wild take when he left.
He held the £use between his thumb and forefinger, and
The only ,capons he had were a big six-shooter and a presently he lightecl it from his cigar.
knife.
As the stem began to siss he dropped the cracker on
But he bad several more of the fire-crackers, like the the floor and then arose.
one he had used to explode the b~g of. flour, and if needs
"Me havee go now," he saicl, moving £or the cloor.
be he could use them.
Ham1y drew a revolver from l1is belt.
Hop continued through the growth of cedars until he
"No, yer don't!" he cried. "You've got er-"
came to the shanty that was occupied by Handy.
Bang!
Ile had no idea that the outlaws were there, so he deThe villain fell over backward and Hop darted ·out of
cided to see who was there.
the shanty.
He went boldly to the door and knocked.
At that very moment the cracking of revolvers s~t-r~~
"What do yer want, yer heathen?" came from inside, ed from beneath the hut.
' ·
nnd then the door swung open and the ally oJ the Oregon
Outlaws appeared.
"You see Young Wild West?" queried Hop, as i19
pushed his way inside ancl took tbe first seat he saw.
CHAPTER XII.
H::mdy looked at him in surprise and anger combined.
"What's that yer say?" he demanded, roughly.
CONCLUSION.
"You see Young Wild West?" Hop repeated, smiling
blnnc1ly.
Young Wild West was not bothC'red by the outlaws for
some
little time.
"I don't know tber galoot," was the retort.
Ile
was helpless, so he had to decline where they had
"Len you no see him?"
placed him and make the best of it.
"See here! What clo yer want in here, anyhow?"
He listened to their talk and it was not long before
"Me settee down; have lillee lest,"· answered the Celeshe became convinced that the majority of the villains were
tial, Etmiling at the irate man.
Handy acted as though he clid not know whether to put for disposing of him before night.
A ]ittle over an hour after he had been captured DM
l1im out or not.
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Dean gave in to the majority and declared that they might
'l'hey left Young Wild West lying on the ground at
as well drown the boy right away, and have done with the edge of the pool, the stone around his
neck.
it.
·
Just then Wild happened to glance up toward the top
It was just th~n that Woclc picked up a pail and start- of the falls.
ed for the foot of the little waterfall to get some water. .He saw two men coming down the rocky
descent, and
When he came back the captain informed him that one of them was Cheyenne Charlie.
they might as well dispose of Young Wild West.
· They were at the edge of the pool almost as soon as
"The boys seem to think that it is dangerous to keep .the outlaws got under the shanty.
him any longer," he said, "as his partners might 9ame
"Jest in time, hey, Wild?" said t~e sco~t in a w~sper,
1;1nd find our quarters here. Anything to please my men, I as he darted over and cut the boy s bon,ds
ood rehevcd
you know. So Young Wild West goes to his doom! Get p1im of the stone that had been intended
to hold him to
a· goocl stone ready to tic it around his nieck, some o-f the bottom of the pool.
you!"
I "~ight on the _minute!" was the re?ly.
.,
There were plenty who were willing to do this, for ' Wild _was surprised to see that the Stmge~
was Charlie s
_bey were all eager to get rid of the boy, whom they con- compamon.
sidEJrP.d was their most dangerous enemy.
But there was no time to comment on it now. ·
Wild nerved himself for a desperate ordeal.
Crack-crack_:_crack !
He had been expecting to hear from Charlie or Jim I Cha_rlie handed Wild a shooter and they
answered the
before this.
shots m a hurry.
And he did not despair to their comin()' yet.
/ Then all three started to climb the rocl1E.
"You had better change your minds and let me go" I "Come on, you scoundrels!" shouted Young
Wild West,
he said as Wock and another of the outlaws dragg;d Idefiantly. "Those who don't want to come
before the
him to;ard the pool.
judge, just show _themselves!"
"I reckon we'd be fools ter do that," was the retort.
Crack-cra ck-crack!
"Well; you will be sorry if you don't."
They fired again at the outlaws, who now soomed to
•
"That won't be nothin' ter you, 'cause yer won't be be demoralized.
alive ter know it," laughed Wock.
Bang !
,-.-..__.,_ --<rhe whole crowd followed to the foot of the falls.
Another explosion sounded in -the shanty above.
Wild, Charlie and the Stinger scrambled up the rocks
The pool was not a very large one, but there was no
and
soon reached the top.
doubt but that it was quite deep, since the constant fall
Then they ran around so they could get a view of the
of the water- must have hollowed it out.
front of the hut.
The stone was tied about the neck of Young Wild West
Hop Wah was dancing about like a lunatic before the
and then everything was ready for the horrible crime to open door.
be' committed:
The Celestial had so frightened the rascally hunter
Wild hacl not been gagged, and he meant to let out that he had opened the trap and gone down
below.
a loud shout for help when the outlaws picked him up
Wild rushed up and caught Hop by the arm.
to throw him into the pool.
"What are you doing?" he cried.
The villains now began to taunt him.
"Makee bad man scaree, allee samee simee coyote,"
"Just imagine how happy the fair 'judge' will be when was the reply. "Oh, 11:isler Wild! me velly
glad you
sJle becomes my wife," said Doc Dean, as he leaned over allee light!"
the .:i-e1P.Jess boy and laughed sardonically.
A crashing in the bushes sounded just then, and turn"That will never be!" was the calm retort. "You-" ing, our friends saw Dutton and Lige Booster
coming
Bang!
with a crowd of the vigilantes at their back.
It was the explosion of Hop Wah's. firecracker that they
"Whoop! Wow!" yelled Lig~ Boster. "Ther jec1re
' heard, and the Oregon Outlaws looked at each other in wanted us ter, take a hand in ther search
fur Young
dismay.
Wild West, an' we started out. Here he is, boys!"
rr:hey turned pale, to a man, and the face of Young
"That's right," answered Wild, "and we've got the
Wild West brightened.
Oregon Outlaws cornered, too. They have either got to ·
The daring young deadshot knew that l1is friends were j c1ie fighting or go before the judge to be tried."
at hand.
.
Just then Handy came out of the shanty.
He thought of Ilop Wah right away, and as the ex-\ He had been sent up by the outlaws to
try and make
plo~ion came from the shanty overhead, he thought it the men go away.
was done to draw the outlaws that way.
Hop no sooner saw him than he produced another
Such was not the case, but it c1id it, just the same.
firecracker.
With drawn revolvers, the Oregon Outlaws rushed back
He still had the black cigar in his mouth, so he quicl'under the shanty.
.
\ ly lighted it and let it go into the hut.
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YOUNG WILD WEST AND

THE

OREGON

OUTLAWS.

"All right," said Arietta. "Bring up the captain of
Bang I
Oregon Outlaws first."
the
instead
building,
This time Handy leaped out of the
Dean was led up, limping. Doe
of going down through the trap.
charged him with having conspired to kill him
Wild
The men was badly frightened, especial1y when he
an} told what had happened in a few words.
saw the crowd of men there.
Arietta seemed to carry the thing through.
He turned and went down to the covered entrance of
"The sentence of the court is that you have got just
the outlaws' retreat, and pulling it aside, got out of sight
three minutes to get out of town!" she said.
in a hurry.
A bowl of approval went up, much to the surprise of
But our friends saw the action and a bowl went up
the "judge," for she expected that they would want to
f:rom the miners.
The men, elated with their victory over the bad element lynch the outlaw captain.
She did not stop to think that it would take a man
Qf the camp, were ready for anything now, and with one
with a bullet longer than three minutes to get
crippled
accord they rushed for the entrance.
town.
of
out
then
Their knives slashed the canvas into ribbons and
She did not know that Doc Dean was hanged b.i.,.a
the outlaws were disclosed to view.
Only two or three shots were fired by them, for the yelling crowd ten minutes later until it was all oveP:1
And by that time she had given out the sentences for
volley they got from the miners killed or wounded nearthe rest of the prisoners.
ly all of them.
They varied from five to ten minutes to get out of the
Doc Dean received a bullet in t4e calf of his- leg which
town.
brought him down, and he at once yelled for quarter.
But right here we· may as well say that Handy, the
Wock was one of the three outlaws who did not frit
was the only , one who did get out alive.
hunter,
hurt.
a very peaceful little Western town that. the
was
It
lookhero
our
up
himself
gave
and
As be ,walked out
down on that night.
went
sun
ed at him and said:
the miners who bad not declared for the law
of
Those
out.
turn
would
it
"I told you that would be the way
did so before they retired! that night.
league
order
and
ever
that.
You see, I am one of the luckiest mortals
the last one of them all, and when
was
Griddle
Gil
started in to bring down a gang of outlaws. I never
, , -humble.
very
he came be was
make a miss of it."
"I'm satisfied ter have a good government," he said,
The vigilantes quickly started for the judge with the
as he went away. "I reekon this are too good a· place
prisoners, who were able to walk:
Those who were wounded were- placed on the horses ter go ter ther dogs."
Our friends only remained in Seven Spot a couple of
found in the retreat and taken there that. way.
after that.
days
had
which
shanty,
·
the
of
door
the
in
stood
Arietta
·
had resigned her position as judge immediateArietta
the
when
miners,
the
by
house
court
the
been dubbed
had :finished sentencing the outlaws.
she
after
ly
up.
.procession came
mean that any of them should die," she
not
did
"I
a
gave
she
lover
young
. When she saw her· dashing
suppose i should have given them more
I
"But
said.
cry of joy and ran to meet him.
"Three cheers fur tber jedge !" yelled Lige Booster, time.''
But everybody else was satisfied, so that settled it.
taking off bis hat and waving it over his head.
Everybody joined in the cheer that went up, Wild "Well," said Young Wild West, when they were ready
to start from Seven Spot, "now we will make str~ t
·
included.
for Yuma. We have had enough of the Oregon Ouffaws."
It 'fas such a day as Seven Spot had never seen.
In spite of the lawless characters that had gathered "Whoopee!" cried Cheyenne Charlie, waving a farethere from all parts, the little camp had grown into what well. to the friends they bad made iii" the town.
"Hoolay I" pipped Hop and Wing, the Chinamen.
they called a town.
THE END.
But now that law and order was to run the place things
WEST AND 'MEXICAN
WILD
"YOUNG
Read
improvebig
a
be
to
would be different, and there ought
RAWHIDE RANGERS,"
THE
ROUTING
OR,
MAT';
ment in .no time.
(18~) of "Wild West
number
next
the
be
will
"Come, Et!" e:xclaimed Wild, as he escorted his pretty which
sweetheart into the shanty. "Get ready to try these Weekly."
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No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE .-Containing the most approl'ed methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of
diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo
Hugo Koch, A, C. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.

PALMISTR Y.

N?. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Em ·
bracmg all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks with il·
'
Justrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.Containi~~ deceptive Card '!'ricks as performed by leading conjurors
and magicians. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

MAGIC.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY .-Containing the most apNo. ?· HOW TO DO TRICKS.-Th e great book of magic and
proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
.the leading card tricks
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on all
magical illusions as perforD}.edAr/'
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the d~y, also ~~e most popular should
obtain A copy of thts book,
our: lea~mg magicians ; every boy
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C, S. Fully illustrated.
__,.-/
as 1t will both amuse and instruct.
M.
HYPNOTIS
No: 22. HO-yv TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Hell er's second sight
inand
how
valuable
Explaining
.-Containing
Jr.
Hunt,
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE
erplamed bJ>: his fotmer assistant, Fred
structive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also the secret dialogues were carried. on between the magician and the
explaining the most approved methods which are employed by the boy on the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. The only -.
authentic explanation of second sight.
leading hypnotists of the world. By, Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
No. 43. HOW 'l'O BECOME A MAGICIAN.- Conta.ining the
SPORTING .
assortment of magical illusions ever placed before the
grandest
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete public. Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
infull
contains
It
hunting and fishing guide ever published.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.-Co ntaining over
structions about gu.ns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing, one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicals.
together with descriptions of game and fish.
By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-'Fully
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT' OF HAND.-Cont aining over
illustrated. Every boy should know how to row and sail a boat. ~fty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also containinwith
together
Full instructions are given in this little book,
mg the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
structions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
. No.. 70. HOW '.1'0 M;\KE MAGIC ~OYS.-COnta ining full
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- directions for makmg Magic Toys and devices of many kinds. By
A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses A. Ande1·son. Fully illustmted.
for business, the best horses for the road; also valuable recipes for
No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITHNUMB ERS.-Showin g
diseases pecaliar to the horse.
many curious tricks with figures a.nd the magic of numbers. By A.
bandy
CANOES.-A
SAI~
AND
_
BUILD
No. 48. HOW TO
Anderson. Fully illustrated.
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes
CONJUROR. - Containing
A
~EOOME
TO
HO\y
7.5.
.No.
and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated. tricks with Dommos, Dice, Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
B;f' O. Stansfield Hicks.
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 78. -!'lqW TO DO 'l.'HEJ _BLACK ART.-Contai ning a comFORTUNE TELLING.
description of tbe mysteries of Magic and, Sleight of Hand,
No. 1, NAPOLEON' S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.- plete
together with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson.
Containing the great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean- Illustrated.
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies,
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
MECHANI CAL.
No. 23. HOW 'l'O EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Ev erybody dreams,
29. HOW TO BEOOMEJ AN INVENTOR. -Every boy
No.
book
little
This
from the little child to the aged man and woman.
shoul~ ~now how inv~ntions ~r~ginated. This book explains them
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky all, g1v1~g example~ 1n electr1c1ty, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
and unlucky days, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
pneumatics, mechanics, etc. The most instructive book published.
No. 28, HOW TO TELL FORTUNES. -Everyone is desirous of . No. 5~. HOW TO BECOM~ AN ENGINEEJR. -Containing full
knowinr what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or mstructions how to proceed m order to become a locomotive enmisery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little gineer;_also directions for building a model locomotive· together
book. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell with a full description of everythipg an engineer should, know.
the fortune of your friends.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMEN TS.-Full
No. 76. HOW TO '.rELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.- directions how to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither, lElolian Harp, XyloContaining rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand, phone and other musical instruments; together with a brief deor the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events scription of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
by aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. modern times. Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines. _../"-ATHLETIC .
No. 59. HOW TO l\IAKEJ A MAGIC LANTERN.:,J Containing
infull
iving
ATHLETE.-G
AN
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME
of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
description
a
bars,
parallel
clubs,
Indian
bells,
dumb
of
use
the
for
struction
full directions for Its use and for painting slides:- Handsomely
horizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, Also
By John Allen.
healthy muscle ; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated.
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICA L TRICKS.-Co ntaining
become strong -and healthy by following the instructions contained complete
instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks
in this Ii ttle book.
•
Anderson. Fully illustrated.
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By
easy.
made
self-defense
of
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BOX.-The
TO
HOW
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No.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the differLETTER WRITING.
ent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETT ERS.-A most comthese useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box plete
little book, containiJig full directions for writing love-letters,
without an instructor.
to use them, giving specimen letter£ for young and old.
when
and
full
Containing
GYMNAST.A
No. 25. HOW TO BE<!lOME
No. 12. . HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Gi ving
exercises.
athletic
and
sports
gymnastic
of
kinds
all
for
instructions
complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. also letters of introduction, notes and requests.
A handy and useful book.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEME N., No. 84. HOW TO FENCE.-Con taining full instruction for Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects·
archery.
in
instruction
also
broadsword;
'
fencing and the use of the
also giving sample letters for instruction.
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best
No. 53. HOW TO WRITEJ LET'l'ERS.- A wonderful little
father,
positions in fencing. A complete 'book.
your
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart,
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyTRICKS WITH CARDSyoung man and every young
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CAR,:_)S.-Co ntaining body you wish to write to. Every
book.
explanations of the general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land should have this LETTERS
CORRECTLY .-ConNo. 74. HOW TO WRI'l'E
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
writing letters on almost any subject·
sle(ght-of-hand ; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructione forand
composition, with specimen letters'.
also rules for punctuation
specially prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. lllustrated.
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No. 41. THl!J BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Conta ining a gz aat variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
No . . ~ . THE ~OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.Contai!Jmg a vaned asso,rt~ent of ~tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKI!] B(?OK.:--Som ethin~ new apd very instructive. Every
boy should obtam this book, as it contains full instructions for organizing an amateur minstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-Thi s is one of the most original
joke ~ooks ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contarns a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums etc. of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical' joker of
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.
No .. 79. H<;)W TO BECOl\IE AN ACTOR-Con taining comJ>lete mstruct1ons how to make up for various characters on the
l!tage; together wi th the duties of the S tage Manager Prompter
l::lcenic Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager'.
N~. 80. GUS WILLIAl\IS' JOKE BOOK.-Cont aining the latest Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular German comedian. Sixty-four pages· handsome
ored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

1HOUSEKE EPING.
_
NC?. 16. H9W TO KEEP A_ WIND.OW GARDEN.-C ontaining

full mstructions foi· constructmg a wmdow garden either in town
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful

owers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
No. 30. HOW 'l.'0 COOK.-One of the most instructive books
on cooking ever published. It. contains. recipes for cooking meats,
fish , game, and oysters; also pies, puddmgs, cakes and all kinds of
J)astry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most populai·
cooks.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for
ever.ybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
make almost any t hing around tb e house, such as parlor ornaments
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.'

ELECTRIC AL.

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-C ontaining fou..
teen illustrations, giving the different positions. requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
all the popular authors of prose and poetry, arranged in the moat
simple and concise manner possible.
i;
No. 49. HOW TO DEBA'fE.-Gi ving rules for conducting debates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion, . and the b•t
sources for procuring information on the questions 11:iven.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of flirtation are
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of
bar.dkerchief, fan , glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it contains a full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which is
in.terestiog to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happy
without one.
No. 4. HOW 'l'O DANCE is the title of a. new and handsome
little book just issued by Frank Tousey. It contains full instructions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at parties
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
No. ~- HOW T(? MA~{~ LOV]jl.-A c~mplete guide to love,
court~h1p and marnage, g1vmg sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not gen•
erally known. .
No. 17. f!:OW •.ro DRESS.-Con taining full instruction in the
art of dressmg and appearing well at home and abroad, giving the
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW 'fO BECOME BEAUTIFUL .-One of the
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the world.
Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
female. 'l'he secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
and be convinced how to become beautifu l.

BIRDS AND ANIMALS.

.

No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hand somely illustrated and
containing iull instructions for the management and training of the
canary, mockingbird, bobolink. blackbird, paroquet, parrott.etc.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOG~, POULTRY, PIGEOi'iS AND
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illus•
trated. By Ira Drofraw.
No. 40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Incl uding hinta
on how to catch mol es, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.- A
valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountins
and preserving birds, animals and insects.
·
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND !\IAN.A.GE PETS.-Givin g com•
plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeping,
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full
instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
illustrations, making it the most complete book of the kind ever
published.

No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICI TY.-A description of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism ·
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries'.
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty ils
ns.
No.
. fOW TO MAKE ELECTRIOA L l\IACHINES. -Containing full Jirections for making electrical machines, induction
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW '1.'0 DO ELECTRICA L TRICKS.-Co ntaining a
MISCELLA NEOUS.
large collection of instrnctive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
~o. 8. HOW TO BllJCOME A SCIENTIST.- 'A useful and in•
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex•
perirnents in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
E NTE RTA IN ME NT.
rections for
fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thi1
No. 9. HOW TO BECO~IE A VENTRILOQ UIST.-By Harry book cannot making
be equaled.
Ke,•nedy. The secret given away. Every intelli~ent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
tbi(. book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice-creall.!..,,syrup~essenceg,
etcu etc.
tndes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
No. 84. ·HOW TO BECOME Ai'i' AUTttOR.-C ontaining fuJI
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and fri ends. It is the information regarding
choice of subjects, the use of words and the
greatest book !Iver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY. -A valuable information as
to the neatness, legibility and general coinvery valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manll'l,cript, essential
to a successful author. By Prince
of games, sports, card divers ions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·Hiland,
.
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It 'Contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN
DOCTOR.-A wonmoney than any book published.
derful book, containing useful and practical information in the
, No. 35. HO\V TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments
""'1ntaining the rules and r'!gulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipescommon to every ·
for general com·
backgam n <'roouPt, dominoes, etc.
·
plaints.
No. 36. rO\V TO SOLVE CONUNDRU 'MS.-Containi ng all
NG. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Con the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regardiqg the collecting
and arranging
and witty sayings.
•
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE .-By Old King Brady,
book, givif!g the rules 9:nd full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays
down some valuable
·ge, Casmo, Forty-F11e, Rounce, P edro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates
some adventures
Auction Pitch. All Four§, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences
of well-known detectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-C ontainin.~ over three hunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRA PHER.-Conta indred interesting puzzlPs and conundrums, with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera
and how to work it;
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
ETIQUETT E.
lb~~iarencies . Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De w.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE .-It
No. (:('
TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
Is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-....--,.OW
,taining full explanations how fo gain admittance,
all about. There's happiness in it.
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Stall; of Officers, Post
No. 33. HOW TO BERA VE.-Containi ng the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regulations,
Fire Department, and all a boy should
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled
and written by Lu Senarens, author
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
in the drawing-room.
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.---'Com plete ine
structions of bow to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
DECLAMA TION.
Academy. Also containing tbe course of instructio1', description
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATION S. of grounds and buildings, historical
sketch. and everything a boy
-Containing the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the
United States Navy. Com·
•ialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author
of "How to Beconie •
with many standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."

"-I""".,...,
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Fame··. and Fortune Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A SEL F-M ADE MAN

Handsome Colored Covers

•• ••

32 Pages of Reading Matter

A New One Issu ed Eve ry Frid ay
f of
'
advanta ge
fame and fortune by their ability to . take
This Weekly contain s interest ing stories of smart boys, who win
true incident s in the lives of our most successf ul self-ma de
passing opportu nities. Some of these stories are founded on
become famous and wealthy . Every one of this series
men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseve rance and brains can
Weekly " a magazin e for the home, althoug h each number
contain s a good moral tone which makes "Fame and Fortune
best obtainab le, the illustrat ions are by expert artists, and
ls replete with exciting adventu res. The stories are the very
on the news stands. Tell your friends about it.
every effort is constan tly being made to make it the best weekly
ALREADY PUBLIS HED.

17 King of the Market; or, The Younge st Trader in Wall
1 A Lucky Deal; or, The Cutest Boy in Wall Street.
Street.
ed.
Succeed
Who
2 Born to Good Luck; or, The Boy
18 Pure Grit; or, One Boy in a Thousan d.
3 A Corner in Corn; or, How a Chicago Boy Did the Trick
19 A Rise in Life; or, The Career of a Factory Boy.
4 A Game of Chance; or, The Boy Who Won Out.
Street.
20 A Barrel of Money; or, A Bright Boy in Wall !jreet.
5 Hard to Beat; or, The Clevere st Boy in Wall
of Lake- 21 All to the Good; or, From Call Boy to Manage!".
6 Buildin g a Railroa d; or, The Young Contrac tors
view.
The Pluckie st Boy of The......-in.,.,.....
Green 22 How He Got There; or,
7 Winnin g His Way; or, The Younge st Editor in
23 Bound to Win; or, The Boy Who Got Rich.
River.
de 24 Pushing It Throug h; or, The Fate of a Lucky Boy.
8 The Wheel of Fortune ; or, The Record of a Self-Ma
Boy.
25 A Born Specula tor; or, the Young Sphinx of Wali Street.
9 Nip and Tuck; or, The Young Brokers of Wall Street.
The Way to Success; or, The Boy Who Got There.
26
Deserte d
10 A Copper Harvest ; or, The Boys WhoWo rked a
27 Struck Oil; or, The Boy Who Made a Millfon .
Mine.
Boy,
Boston
a
of
s
28 A Golden Risk; o.-, The Young Miners of Della Cruz.
Fortune
The
11 A Lucky Penny; or,
Life.
In
Start
Boys
Brave
A
or,
29 A Sure Winner ; or, The Boy Who Went Out With a Circus.
12 A Diamon d in the Rough;
Street.
Wall
in
Boy
t
Nervies
The
or,
Bears;
the
13 Batting
30 Golden Fleece; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
Downed.
14 A Gold Brick; or, The Boy Who Could Not be
Nest
15 A Streak of Luck; or, The Boy Who Feather ed His
16 A Good 'fhing; or, The Boy Who Made a Fortune .
of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, by
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